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United Kingdom
The world’s largest fleet of biomethane-powered double
deck buses is now fully operational after Nottingham
City Transport’s (NCT) 53rd bus entered service in April,
completing a £16.8m investment in greener transport
for the city. A £4.4m grant from the government’s OLEV
Low Emission Bus Scheme, alongside a significant
£12.4m investment by NCT has seen fuelling facilities
installed at NCT’s main Bus Garage and the first 53
biogas double deck buses enter service on seven routes
– 6, 10, 24, 25, 36, 44 & 45.
With all 53 double deck buses from this initial order
now in use, over 3,500 tons less CO2, 35 tons less NOX
and ¾ ton less particulate matter will be emitted each
and every year from the NCT fleet, delivering significant
improvements to air quality. With plans for further biogas
double deck buses to be ordered (subject to funding)
and the £3m funding announcement in February from
DEFRAs Clean Vehicle Technology Fund to convert 185
existing buses to the latest Euro VI emission standards,
NCT plans to reduce emissions by 90% by 2020 and be
compliant with the forthcoming Clean Air Zone in the city.
Mark Fowles, NCT Managing Director, said: “Our biogas
double deck buses are the greenest buses on the road,
with significantly lower emissions throughout the entire
‘well to wheel’ process of fuel generation, transportation
and use. With NCT now operating 53 of these super
environmentally friendly buses, we’re delivering cleaner
air for Nottingham with the largest fleet of biogas double
deck buses in the world.”
The engines and chassis of the new Enviro400CBG City
biogas buses have been developed by Swedish giant
Scania and are bodied in Britain by Alexander Dennis
Limited (ADL). “With emissions of carbon dioxide reduced
by up to 84%, the introduction of this gas-powered
double-deck bus fleet – the world’s largest fleet of its
type – represents an important milestone for NCT and
Scania as together we look to drive the shift towards a
more sustainable transport future. We are delighted to be
involved in this important environmental program.”

Belgium
Shell announced the opening of its first Belgian LNG
station in Herstal, Liège. Catering to trucks, the station
is located near the three-border point at the E313, a key
route for international road freight. The new station has a
capacity of 3.5 KT of LNG and can supply 150 trucks with
LNG daily. Shell believes LNG has a significant role to
play as a solution for heavy-duty road transport.
“LNG is an important option for transport companies,”
said Laurent Charlot, Commercial Director, Shell
Belgium. “We are committed to thriving throughout the
energy transition and LNG will play an increasing role in
the energy mix. We expect demand for LNG to grow and
continue to work with truck manufacturers, customers
and policymakers to promote its use as a cleanerburning and more affordable transport fuel. The station
in Herstal is an important step in the further expansion of
our network of LNG stations in Europe.”
“With the rising demand for energy and the increasing

need to reduce transport emissions, we face the
challenge of how to make transport both more efficient
and cleaner at the same time”, added Marie Christine
Marghem, Federal Minister of Energy, Environment and
Sustainable Development.
Shell already has seven LNG stations in the Netherlands
(Rotterdam, Waalwijk, Amsterdam, Pijnacker,
Waddinxveen, Eindhoven and Heerenveen) and plans to
open further LNG stations in Europe over the next 12
months.

Ireland
Gas Networks Ireland and Clean Ireland Recycling have
officially opened the first private fast-fill CNG station
at the Clean Ireland Recycling premises in Smithstown
Industrial Estate, Shannon, Co. Clare. The Shannon site
is part of Gas Networks Ireland’s strategy to further
develop a market for natural gas as a lower-emission
transport fuel. Gas Networks Ireland is developing a
comprehensive CNG refuelling network that will provide
nationwide coverage for vehicles operating on Irish roads.
A CNG compressor and private refuelling station have
been installed at Clean Ireland Recycling’s Shannon
operation, and the company has also received delivery of
dedicated CNG waste collection vehicles. The speciallycommissioned, lower-emission Scania CNG trucks
will replace some of Clean Ireland Recycling’s dieselpowered fleet, with the rest of the fleet also transitioning
to CNG in the coming years. Clean Ireland Recycling also
becomes Ireland’s first waste management company to
operate CNG trucks.
“Currently, commercial and public transport vehicles
using diesel account for 3% of the vehicles on Irish roads,
but account for over 20% of the total road transport
emissions. Businesses like Clean Ireland Recycling show
that there is an appetite to change to the cleaner and
more cost-effective alternative offered by CNG. This is a
welcome step and marks a progressive development for
Ireland’s commercial fleet sector. Today’s announcement
is the first of many in the coming months from Gas
Networks Ireland, as they introduce CNG, and ultimately
renewable gas, as a new transport fuel in Ireland,” said
Denis Naughten T.D., Minister for Communications,
Climate Action and Environment.
In 2017, Gas Networks Ireland launched its CNG Vehicle
Fund making up to €20,000 available to businesses
towards the purchase of a new NGV. The Fund has
made a total of €700k of funding available to transport
operators, supporting the purchase of a range of
commercial vehicles including trucks, buses and vans
powered by CNG, and is part of a process to promote
natural gas as a transport fuel in Ireland. The Fund is
supported by the Commission for Regulation of Utilities
(CRU) and is co-financed by the European Union’s TEN-T
Program under the Connecting Europe Facility as part of
the Causeway Project.

Russia
Gazprom recently opened a mobile refueler platform
in the Novopetrovskaya settlement, Pavlovsky District,
Krasnodar Territory. In the course of the ceremony, the
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Barsuk T.L. farm’s vehicles were fuelled with natural gas
for the first time. Gazprom makes extensive efforts to
expand the use of natural gas for vehicles and plans, inter
alia, to work along with domestic agricultural companies
to install filling units near agricultural facilities on a costsharing basis.
The first of such projects is currently underway at the
Barsuk T.L. farm, which built a special platform for a
mobile refueler. Gazprom’s refueler can service 40 to
50 vehicles per day, with each fill-up taking merely 10
to 15 minutes. Later on, the refueler will be replaced
with a CNG station, which can refuel more vehicles. The
farm will build a supply pipeline, while Gazprom will
be responsible for installing the CNG dispenser and
providing fuel.
The first stage of the project involves converting all
vehicles used by the Barsuk T.L. farm to natural gas. At
the second stage, it is planned to provide natural gas as a
vehicle fuel to the ten nearest agricultural companies.
“Krasnodar Territory companies were the first in
Russia to join forces with Gazprom to use natural gas
in agricultural machinery on a cost-sharing basis.
Gazprom sees great potential in working with domestic
agricultural companies to convert vehicles to natural
gas. Today, one cubic meter of CNG at a filling station
costs RUB 13.4 on average, which is much cheaper
than gasoline or diesel fuel. Converting 100 units of
agricultural equipment as part of this pilot project could
lead to savings of RUB 186 million per year. In addition,
using natural gas considerably extends service life and
reduces operating costs. Spreading its use in agriculture
is imperative if we want to make food products more
affordable domestically,” said Viktor Zubkov, Chairman of
the Gazprom Board of Directors.

Finland
Volvo has introduced the first LNG-powered heavy-duty
truck offering a viable alternative for heavy regional and
long-haul operations in Finland. Announced to the market
in late 2017, the Volvo FH LNG is a concrete alternative to
diesel engines for long-haul applications, including for
towing full trailers. Manufactured in Gothenburg, Sweden,
the natural gas-powered 6×2 truck was refuelled at
Gasum’s Turku filling station.
Utilizing LNG contributes towards the achievement of
Finland’s emission targets and a carbon-neutral future.
“As regards heavy-duty fleets, LNG is the best alternative
to diesel among the currently available solutions. The
tank-to-wheel carbon dioxide emissions of the new Volvo
FH LNG truck are at least 20% lower than those from
fossil fuel use. The demand for the new model has been
a positive surprise, and the first orders have already been
submitted to the factory,” said Volvo Business Solutions
Manager Vesa Soppi.
LNG-powered vehicles can be refuelled at Gasum’s LNG
filling stations, of which there are currently four in Finland:
in Helsinki, Vantaa, Turku and Jyväskylä. According to the
Vehicular and Driver Data Register, there are more than
4,600 natural gas vehicles in use in Finland. The number
increased by around 1,000 over the first quarter of 2018.
“We are very excited to be now able to offer a more
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efficient and cleaner alternative to diesel in heavy
long-haul transport. We know that the number of LNGpowered vehicles will increase in Finland. There is
clear demand among our customers for LNG vehicles
as enterprises want to cut their costs as well as their
emissions in the various parts of the value chain. Volvo
is one of Finland’s best-selling heavy-duty vehicle
manufacturers and this a popular model,” added Jani
Arala, Senior Manager, Sales, Gasum.

France
Transport Jacky Perrenot confirms its confidence in
IVECO’s natural gas technology to replace diesel in its
fleet also for the construction logistics missions. This
agreement comes on the back of the order for 250
Stralis NP the logistics operator placed in November
2017. The new Stralis X-WAY NP is the natural gas
powered version of IVECO’s new range developed for
construction logistics that provides the perfect answer
for the ongoing infrastructural projects in many
European cities, and especially in urban areas with
increasingly stringent restrictions on pollutant and
noise emissions.
IVECO announced the signature of an agreement with
Transport Jacky Perrenot for the supply of 5 Stralis
X-WAY NP 8x2x6 trucks featuring the brand’s industry
leading natural gas technology, combined with a CIFA
electric mixer, and the very first order of the Stralis
X-WAY NP 4×2 tractor. The order was signed at the
INTERMAT International Exhibition for Construction and
Infrastructure in Paris (23-28 April 2018), where the
brand is exhibiting its natural gas vehicles specifically
designed for the construction industry.
The Stralis X-WAY NP 8x2x6 CNG was first exhibited to
the public at the Solutrans show in combination with
a CIFA electric mixer. Transport Jacky Perrenot tested
it in its operations in Lyon for 4 months and more than
5000 km. Fully satisfied with its performance, they made
the decision to place the order. The first unit, running
on biomethane and powered by a 330 hp Cursor 8
CNG engine, demonstrated its ability to achieve a 10%
lower fuel consumption while reducing PM, NO2 and
CO2 emissions by 95% compared to its Euro VI diesel
equivalent, all this with zero compromise on payload,
as it can carry up to 8m3 of concrete – a capacity in line
with the very best diesel chassis. The silent natural
gas engine (-71 dB Piek Quiet Truck certified) and the
autonomous electric mode of the CIFA concrete mixer
make it possible to operate 24/7 without disturbing the
neighbourhoods. The truck’s autonomy exceeds the
project target of 150 km by up to 100 km.
The second generation of Transport Jacky Perrenot’s bio
CNG concrete mixer will be built on the new Stralis NP
rigid range powered by the 400 hp – 1700 Nm Cursor 9
NP engine, coupled with a 12-speed automated gearbox.
Like the diesel version of the Stralis X-WAY, the chassis
has a reinforced 7.7mm frame while the CNG tanks now
come in 2 extra capacities of 846 and 1,052 liters. The
higher torque delivered by the Cursor 9 engine makes
it possible to use a hydraulic system to drive the mixer
as an alternative to the electric one. The 12-speed
automated gearbox ensures more comfort and safety for
the drivers in urban missions while contributing to the
best possible fuel economy.
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Pierre Lahutte, IVECO Brand President, stated: “We are
proud that Transport Jacky Perrenot has once again
shown its confidence in our brand and our natural
gas technology by choosing IVECO as their partner in
developing their sustainable fleet for their construction
activities. The Stralis X-WAY NP powered by our advanced
natural gas technology is the ideal solution for the many
ongoing large infrastructure projects in cities across
Europe, such as the Grand Paris project here in France:
with its low polluting and noise emissions, it can access
city centers and large densely populated areas with the
strictest traffic restrictions and operate round the clock.
When fueled with biomethane it is also the most efficient
tool to ensure CO2- free transport here and now. The
energy transition is happening, as cities address the
issue of air quality and greenhouse gas emissions, and
IVECO is at the forefront of it with our full offering of
natural gas vehicles.”
Philippe Givone, CEO of Transport Jacky Perrenot, said:
“When we started our natural gas history in early 2012
with the order of our first 3 IVECO CNG trucks, we could
not have expected that 6 years later we would have
ordered more than 500 IVECO CNG and LNG units or that
we might also use them for our construction business!
Today we have made a further step forward in our
energy transition – one more step towards achieving our
objective of 1000 natural gas powered units in our fleet by
2020. This is the result of our pioneering spirit and this is
what links all our activities, from dairy product haulage
to concrete transport. IVECO’s reliable and efficient
natural gas technology is the other asset that has made
this success story possible. I have no doubt that today
we will start writing together a new exciting page in the
construction logistics business and that many other
transport operators will follow in our footsteps – and this
for an excellent reason: investing in CNG and LNG trucks
simply makes a logistics operator’s business safer.”
IVECO’s offer of vehicles featuring its Natural Power
technology answers President Macron’s call for the
conversion of heavy truck fleets to gas at the European
Commission’s High-level Conference on Financing
Sustainable Growth held in Brussels on March 22nd
2018: “It is also about committing resolutely to a
transformation of the transport sector, through a
widespread use of electric and hydrogen vehicles and the
conversion of heavy freight to gas.”
The new Stralis X-WAY NP is the natural gas powered
model in IVECO’s completely new range specifically
developed for vocational and construction logistics
missions, which provides the PERFECT CROSSING for onroad applications requiring off-road mobility.
Available with CNG or LNG tanks, the Stralis X-WAY NP
tractor features the best IVECO fuel efficiency and onroad technologies, including the HI-Cruise predictive
drive system. Together with the outstanding fuel economy
of its Cursor 13 engines and the lower cost of natural
gas compared to diesel, it results in best- in-class Total
Cost of Ownership. Its modular LNG tank options are
design to host all kind of ancillaries such as oil tank or air
compressors.
The Stralis X-WAY 8x2x6 CNG 400hp breaks new ground
with the exceptionally low kerb weight, which enables it
to carry up to 8m3 of concrete. Its 3 steering axles ensure
easy access to urban jobsites often situated in narrow

roads, less tire consumption, and contribute to the truck’s
excellent fuel economy. These features, combined with
its 9-ton front axle option and its 12-speed automated
gearbox, makes it also ideal for construction material
delivery when equipped with platform and crane or for
construction equipment transport.
Moreover, IVECO BUS has won a contract to supply RATP
(the state-owned Parisian public transport operator) with
150 Urbanway 18-meter articulated buses, designed
to run on compressed natural gas or biomethane. This
contract follows that of 2014 for some 1,000 buses, and
is testament to the validity of the IVECO BUS solution for
sustainable mobility.
IVECO BUS has 6,000 natural gas powered buses in
operation to date in Europe. The buses, manufactured
at IVECO BUS’s plant in Annonay, France, are
environmentally friendly, cost efficient and are powered
by the state-of-the-art natural gas Cursor 8 NP engine
manufactured by CNH Industrial’s powertrain business,
FPT Industrial, at its Bourbon-Lancy site in France.
More than 1,000 Cursor 8 NP engines are manufactured
there annually for use in transport and industry
throughout the world.
The Urbanway buses can run on biomethane, produced
from waste, which guarantees a neutral carbon
footprint and simultaneously offers a wealth of other
environmental benefits – improved air quality, noise
reduction and more efficient waste management – to
public transport authorities and major cities in the fight
to provide a cleaner urban landscape.
IVECO BUS, through its Research and Development
center in Vénissieux, France, and RATP are committed to
working on solving some of the key environmental issues
facing urban areas.

Spain
The Energy Solutions Marketing Director at Gas Natural
Fenosa, Alberto Fariza, and the General Manager of Grupo
Disfrimur, Juan Jesús Sánchez, have signed an agreement
for the installation of two new natural gas refuelling
stations in Molida de Segura (Murcia) and Antequera
(Malaga) in an event at the Grupo Disfrimur headquarters
attended by the group’s Financial Director, Isabel Sánchez;
the General Director of Energy and Industrial and Mining
Activity of the Region of Murcia, Esther Marín; and the
mayor of Molina de Segura, Esther Clavero.
The location of the natural gas refuelling stations is of
great strategic value due to its extensive freight traffic,
as the first will be located in an industrial municipality
with a high concentration of transport companies, and
the second will be located in the industrial estate of
Antequera, in what is known as the “kilometre zero” in
Andalusia.
These two refuelling stations will be added to the three
already existing LNG and CNG stations currently operated
by both companies in Murcia, Alicante and Valencia. In
this way, the location of these natural gas stations will
allow for a radial supply to the haulers who travel along
the Mediterranean Corridor.
Additionally, these two new refuelling stations will
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also provide public service fleet such as urban solid
waste collection and urban and inter-urban passenger
transport vehicles. Private bi-fuel cars, taxis and rental
car companies will also be included.
After signing the agreement, Alberto Fariza said that
“this partnership demonstrates the commitment to
sustainable mobility of both companies, a challenge in
which Gas Natural Fenosa has over 25 years’ experience
and is a leader in natural gas refuelling station
management in Spain.”
Juan Jesús Sánchez stated that “Grupo Disfrimur wants
to contribute to making the fast and massive deployment
to natural gas in mobility possible, as this is a clean, safe
and economical type of energy.”
Esther Marín highlighted that “in the regional
government we support measures geared towards
making our transport sector —a major source
of employment— increasingly sustainable and
environmentally-friendly throughout. Thanks to initiatives
such as those by Gas Natural Fenosa and Grupo
Disfrimur, we are moving towards this target.”
This year Disfrimur will also add a total of 40 Iveco
Stralis Natural Power through Ginés Huertas
Industriales, dealership owned by Huertas Group. “In
this way, we make our biggest commitment to natural
gas as it is a clean, economical energy that generates
less noise and, ultimately, is more sustainable,” said
Juan Jesús Sánchez.

Croatia
Chart Ferox has been awarded a contract for the design,
manufacture and commissioning of Croatia’s very first
LNG fuelling station. The skidded design incorporates the
company’s recently introduced 60m³ horizontal cryogenic
storage tank, together with many other innovative
features for enhanced reliability and economy.
Chart’s proprietary Saturation on the Fly (SoF)
vaporization technology ensures that the station is
capable of fuelling all LNG-powered vehicles available
on the market today, regardless of whether they are
equipped with spark ignited or compression engines. SoF
eliminates additional pre-cooling and also improves the
station’s overall heat management.
Additional energy efficiencies are realized through reengineering of the station’s panel pipework, and Chart’s
in-house, MID certified, dispenser technology is a further
integral part of the total solution.
The Croatian LNG station is scheduled to be
commissioned and fully operational during fall 2018.

Germany
In order to cope with the daily amount of waste in
Stuttgart, which also has the most to deal with excessive
particulate matter pollution, the regional capital of
Baden-Wuerttemberg has gained more in 2017 – with
seven new Mercedes-Benz Econic NGTs (Natural Gas
Technology). Just six weeks after commissioning, AWS
(Waste Management Stuttgart) has drawn a positive
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balance, and not only in terms of lower emissions, but
also in terms of safety and efficiency.
Every day the NTG trucks drive through the streets
collecting and disposing garbage. The AWS teams cover
a distance of 50 to 60 km during one shift. With around
630,000 inhabitants 500 garbage cans have to be emptied
in the Stuttgart city area – depending on the district size.
Not an easy task, but the seven Econic with natural gas
engine are a great help for the workers. Thanks to a tank
capacity of 600 l of natural gas and a powerful output of
222 kW (302 hp), long ranges are now the standard.
This makes the Econic NGT ideally suited for practical
use and at the same time an expression of a sustainable
environmental strategy, because with the low nitrogen
oxide, particulate and noise emissions, these trucks
make a decisive contribution to a greener future. The CO2
emissions are up to 20% lower than those of a Euro VI
diesel engine. Because the monovalent, innovative Econic
natural gas engine burns the noble gas almost particleand fine-dust-free, no further processes are necessary to
reach the limit values of the Euro VI standard.
Despite of the considerable capacity and a permissible
total weight of 26 t, the Econic refuse collection vehicles
are particularly well suited for the busy inner city – not
least thanks to the wheelbase of 3900 mm. The resulting
manoeuvrability allows a smooth ride even in narrow
streets. Thanks to low-entry construction with a lowpositioned driver’s cabin and DirectVision windscreen,
the Econic also offer the best possible conditions in
terms of safety.
In practice, the Econic NGT was able to convince in
Stuttgart. Profitability and efficiency also play a major
role in municipal operations, but the Econic does not
shy away from this comparison either. Although the
processed gas and air mixture is burned in the special
trucks instead of a diesel-air mixture, the Econic NGT is
very profitable. “The acquisition costs of the vehicles are
higher, but an amortization of the additional costs can
be achieved over favourable fuel prices already after 3.5
years”, said Dr. Thomas Heß, Head of AWS.

Italy
Westport Fuel Systems Inc. has entered into an
agreement to sell its CNG compressor business based
in Cherasco, Italy to Snam S.p.A., a leading European
gas utility company, for a cash purchase price of 12.5
million euro, subject to certain customary adjustments
and closing conditions. The divestiture is consistent
with Westport Fuel Systems strategy to streamline
its business and product lines and focus on supplying
alternative fuel vehicle components and systems to the
transportation industry.
“We are proud to have Snam agreeing to purchase
our compressor business given their leadership in
the development of natural gas fuelling infrastructure
in Italy,” said Nancy Gougarty, CEO of Westport Fuel
Systems. “This business will be in good hands as they will
be able to grow the CNG fuelling infrastructure further,
which will ultimately benefit our core business. Not only
does this sale strengthen our balance sheet, but it also
enables us to concentrate on our key priorities to grow
our core business, delivering innovative, ready-now
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products that address the market’s need for alternative
fuel solutions.”
Snam signed the agreement through its subsidiary
Snam4Mobility and the acquisition, which includes the
Cubogas brand, will allow the company to internalize
and consolidate entirely the value created along the
chain, positioning itself as a leader in providing “turnkey”
solutions for sustainable natural gas mobility.
The completion of the acquisition, which will be carried
out by a newly established company 100% controlled
by Snam4Mobility, is expected in July, after meeting
certain conditions including trade union procedures.
Snam will work to further develop the strengths of
Cubogas such as brand value, customer orientation and
level of service.

Sweden
Hitachi Zosen Inova is to build Scandinavia’s second
Kompogas® facility in Jönköping, Sweden. It will use
a dry fermentation process to convert around 40,000
metric tons of organic waste a year into fuel for buses
and cars, and high-grade fertilizers. The new installation
will replace an existing wet fermentation facility, assuring
the future of organic waste treatment, renewable fuel
production, and jobs in the region.
The Swedish municipality of Jönköping has approved the
sale of the existing wet fermentation facility (JEBIO1)
to the Swiss company Hitachi Zosen Inova (HZI) and its
local partner and enabler JES & Partners AB. This will
enable HZI to design, finance, build, and operate a new
Kompogas® dry fermentation plant (JEBIO2) in the south
of the city. “HZI will continue to ensure the sustainable
treatment of local household kitchen and green waste,
produce renewable fuel, and secure local jobs,” said
Fridolf Eskilsson, Director and Managing Director of
Jönköping Energi AB, the current owner of JEBIO1.
“Sweden leads the world in terms of its efforts to
establish a carbon-neutral economy,” said Andres
Kronenberg, Head of Business Development and
Member of the Executive Board at HZI. “We are proud to
be the supplier of the first-class Kompogas® Anaerobic
Digestion (AD) and BioMethan upgrading technologies
that literally enable the regional public transport system
to be run on kitchen and green waste. This plant will
serve as a fine example of our company’s contribution to
a carbon-free economy.”
In the future, the two Kompogas® steel digesters
will process up to 40,000 metric tons of organic waste
a year to produce biogas, which will be upgraded
and compressed to a renewable transport fuel. The
compost will be passed back to the Municipality of
Jönköping for its own use, while the liquid fertilizer
will be sold to local farmers. The 35 GWh of biogas
produced every year will be converted into high-grade
biomethane and sold in the form of CNG as carbonneutral vehicle fuel locally.
HZI will take charge of operating JEBIO1 at the end of
2018 until the start-up of JEBIO2 by the end of 2020.
Following that, the old installation will be dismantled.
After Högbytorp, to the north of Stockholm, Jönköping is
already HZI’s second Kompogas® plant in Sweden.
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Energy transition from Euro 6
to liquid biomethane
The advantages of sustainable transport using liquid biomethane.
Interview with Andrea Dossi, Vice Chairman - Sapio Group

What is biomethane and where can it be used?

B

iomethane is a renewable, programmable biofuel
with low environmental impact and huge potential;
it is obtained by refining and purifying biogas
coming from biomass. Biomethane is one of the
alternative fuels of the future; it can be used as compressed
gas or cryogenic liquid in cars, vans, local public service
vehicles such as bin lorries or buses to develop a circular
economy, heavy goods vehicles and ships, replacing fossil
fuels and helping to decarbonise our planet.
What is the difference between liquid biomethane and
liquefied natural gas (LNG)?
Using liquid biomethane as a fuel reduces CO2 emissions
by 80%, if compared with LNG. Liquid biomethane is
the perfect solution to develop a real circular economy,
with benefits in every area, from agriculture to logistics.
Biomethane will be produced throughout the country
by small and medium-sized farms and by local waste
treatment companies. This means that liquid biomethane,
which will soon be available at distribution facilities,
should be considered a “zero-miles” product.
What is Sapio’s experience in this sector?
Since 1922, SAPIO has been producing and selling
compressed and cryogenic gases and currently provides
its experience and know-how on all the steps of the
process, from designing plants for refining biogas into
liquid biomethane to the distribution of the product on the
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market in the automotive sector, including building filling
stations and delivering the product by dedicated cryogenic
tankers. We have recently entered into a partnership with
Xebec to develop further projects to produce gaseous
and liquid biomethane and to promote a clean and
environmentally friendly fuel across the country.
What is the current situation in Italy?
At the moment, there are around 500 LNG (liquefied
natural gas) powered vehicles and another 500 are going
to be registered by the end of the year. There are about 20
fully operating LNG filling stations as well as some LCNG
(liquefied-to-compressed natural gas) stations. This number
is going to increase considerably in the near future, as many
applications for authorisation to construct new dispensers
have been submitted. Currently, LNG is imported from three

main European hubs, with significant transport costs, and
liquid biomethane is not yet available in Italy.
Why should a transport company convert its fleet to liquid
biomethane?
Liquid Methane-powered vehicles can drive for the same
mileage as traditional fuel vehicles. The most advanced
vehicles can travel up to 1600 km with around 500 kg of
liquid methane. Other advantages are lower noise
emissions (-3 dB) thanks to the “Otto cycle” engine, a 99%
reduction in PM emissions and 70% reduction in NOx
emissions. And, last but not least, with lower operating
costs. Public subsidies are available to help investments
for liquid methane-powered vehicles. Moreover, the
Biomethane Decree has established contributions to build
fueling stations.

Transizione energetica dall’euro
6 al Bio-Metano Liquido
I vantaggi di una mobilità sostenibile a Bio-Metano liquido.
Intervista ad Andrea Dossi, vicepresidente Gruppo Sapio
Cos’è il Bio-Metano e dove può essere utilizzato?

I

l Bio-Metano è un biocarburante a basso impatto
ambientale, rinnovabile, programmabile,
caratterizzato da un enorme potenziale applicativo;
esso si ottiene da un processo di raffinazione e
purificazione del biogas proveniente da biomasse. Il
Bio-Metano è tra i combustibili alternativi del futuro,
utilizzabile in forma compressa o di liquido criogenico,
in grado di alimentare automobili, veicoli commerciali
leggeri, mezzi dei servizi pubblici locali, quali flotte per la
raccolta dei rifiuti urbani o per il trasporto pubblico locale
in ottica di economia circolare, mezzi pesanti e mezzi
navali, sostituendo i carburanti fossili e contribuendo alla
decarbonizzazione del nostro pianeta.
Qual è la differenza tra il Bio-Metano liquido e il metano
liquido fossile (GNL)?
L’impiego di Bio-Metano Liquido come carburante permette
di ridurre le emissioni di CO2 dell’80% rispetto all’utilizzo
di metano fossile. La commercializzazione del Bio-Metano
liquido rende possibile lo sviluppo di un’economia circolare
reale, con conseguenti benefici in ogni ambito, dal settore
agricolo a quello dei trasporti. Il Bio-Metano sarà prodotto
su tutto il territorio nazionale da piccole e medie aziende
agricole, oltre che da realtà locali dedicate al trattamento
dei rifiuti. Ciò significa che il Bio-Metano liquido che sarà
a breve disponibile presso gli impianti di distribuzione è da
considerarsi a km 0.
Che esperienza può apportare Sapio in questo settore?
SAPIO, che da oltre 95 anni produce e commercializza
gas compressi e criogenici, mette a disposizione la sua
esperienza e il suo know-how per fornire soluzioni che
coprono tutte le fasi del processo, dalla progettazione
degli impianti di raffinazione del biogas a Bio-Metano

liquido fino all’immissione in consumo del prodotto
nel settore autotrazione, passando per le stazioni di
rifornimento e la consegna del prodotto con autocisterne
criogeniche dedicate. Grazie alla collaborazione con Xebec,
recentemente siglata, svilupperemo inoltre progetti per la
produzione di biometano, gassoso e liquido, per promuovere
su tutto il territorio nazionale un carburante pulito e amico
dell’ambiente.
Qual è la situazione in Italia oggi?
Attualmente in Italia circolano circa 500 motrici alimentate
a GNL (gas naturale liquefatto) e altri 500 mezzi saranno
immatricolati entro la fine dell’anno. Le stazioni di
rifornimento GNL pienamente operative sono circa 20, alle
quali vanno aggiunte le stazioni di rifornimento GNC-L (gas
naturale compresso derivato da liquido). In un prossimo
futuro il numero di stazioni aumenterà considerevolmente,
viste le numerose richieste di autorizzazione per la
costruzione di nuovi distributori. Ad oggi il GNL è importato
dai tre principali hub europei, con costi di trasporto
non trascurabili e il Bio-Metano liquido non è ancora
disponibile in Italia.
Perché un’azienda di autotrasporti dovrebbe convertire la
propria flotta a Bio-Metano liquido?
I principali benefici dei mezzi alimentati a metano sono una
maggiore autonomia, basti pensare che i mezzi più
all’avanguardia permettono di raggiungere percorrenze fino
a 1600 km con circa 500 kg di metano liquido, una riduzione
del 99% di emissioni PM e del 70% di emissioni NOx e
minori emissioni rumorose (-3 dB) in virtù del motore a ciclo
Otto. Tutto ciò con minori costi di esercizio. È poi possibile
usufruire di incentivi statali per l’acquisto di ogni singola
motrice a metano liquido. Oltre a questo il Decreto
Biometano prevede un incentivo per la costruzione delle
stazioni di rifornimento.
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European Commission’s new proposal
supports Iveco’s LNG truck strategy
The initiative addresses the road transport sector’s contribution to achieving the agreed greenhouse
gas emission reduction targets. To do this, an important contribution can be given by some
innovations available today. One of these is the use of LNG and the EC recognized Iveco’s plan.

T

he European Commission’s “Proposal for a
Regulation of the European Parliament and of
the Council setting CO2 emission performance
standards for new heavy-duty vehicles” submitted
to the European Parliament and Council addresses the
road transport sector’s contribution to achieving the
agreed greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.
The Commission plan proposes extremely ambitious
targets with reductions at twice the speed of those
remarkably achieved in previous years. To do this, if the
limits are confirmed, an important contribution can be
given by some innovations available today. One of these
is the use of LNG of which IVECO has been a pioneer in
recent years. And the Commission recognized this.
In fact, the proposal identifies LNG as “an available
alternative fuel to diesel for heavy duty vehicles. The
deployment of current and upcoming more innovative
LNG-based technologies will contribute to meeting the
CO2 emission targets in the short and medium term as the
use of LNG technologies leads to lower CO2 emissions as
compared to diesel vehicles […] In addition, current LNG
technologies ensure a low level of air pollutant emissions
such as NOx and particulate matter. A sufficient minimum
refuelling infrastructure is also in place and being further
deployed as part of national policy frameworks for
alternative fuel infrastructures.”
Pierre Lahutte, IVECO Brand President, stated: “The
European Commission proposal is backing our long-term

strategy for sustainable transport, which has seen IVECO
pioneering the use of LNG in heavy duty vehicles. The
extensive fleet of natural gas powered IVECO vehicles at
work on the roads across Europe clearly demonstrate that
this fuel provides a viable alternative to diesel from an
operational and profitability point of view, while delivering
an exceptional environmental performance and it can
contribute to reach these extremely challenging targets.”
The reduction in NOx and CO2 that IVECO’s heavyduty natural gas trucks are capable of was recently
demonstrated in the Equilibre project, a French
transporters’ initiative to measure truck emissions in real
operating conditions. The tests, which involved 44-ton
Stralis NP trucks among others, showed a NOx reduction
ranging from 40 to 64% compared to Diesel, and up to
20% less CO2. With the use of biomethane generated from
organic waste the reduction can be as much as 80%, and
95% with agricultural waste. This result highlights how
biomethane opens the door to a circular economy based on
the generation of energy from waste while supporting the
European energy independency and farmers’ revenue.
This new proposal is the latest in a series of events that
have recognized IVECO’s long-sighted vision of sustainable
transport. Most recently, France addressed the European
Commission’s High-level Conference on Financing
Sustainable Growth calling for the conversion of heavy
truck fleets to gas. Germany extended the tax reduction on
natural gas to 2026, signalling concerted activities to bring
about a change in the sector, and its Ministry of Transport
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and Digital Infrastructure’s (BMVI) identified LNG as the
only mass market alternative to diesel until hydrogen fuel
cell systems may come on stream in its “Environmentally
friendly road haulage initiative”. In Italy, the National
Energy Strategy places the development of LNG as a pillar
of the sustainable transport, implementing measures to
boost the circulation of biomethane vehicles.
The energy transition in the transport sector is well and
truly underway and IVECO is at the forefront of the industry
with its cutting-edge Natural Power technology. In
particular it is leading the way in sustainable long-haul
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transport with its Stralis NP460, crowned Low Carbon
Truck of the Year in the UK. The first natural gas truck
specifically developed for long-haul operations thanks to its
unique combination of Pure Power (460hp), fuel economy
(-15% than diesel) and autonomy (1,600 km). It also slashes
noise pollution, with its extremely quiet operation at less
than 71 dBA. It is the only full range of natural gas heavy
trucks with the latest-generation automated transmission
with predictive driving functions to perform the most
demanding missions from long-distance to construction,
giving transport operators the competitive advantage of
offering truly sustainable logistics.

IVECO displays complete NGV range
at EC’s event
IVECO took part in the Trans-European Network for
Transport (TEN-T) Days 2018, held in Ljubljana (Slovenia)
from 25 to 27 April and promoted by the DirectorateGeneral of Mobility and Transport of the European
Commission. Now in its 9th edition, this is a high-level
meeting on EU infrastructure policy that brings together
European Ministers, Members of the European Parliament
and key stakeholders to discuss further synergies between
transport, energy and digital connectivity and how to
contribute to smart, sustainable and safe mobility, relying
on the trans-European transport network.
Among the topics for discussion at the event there was
a session dedicated to enhancing the alternative fuels
market through vision, targets and policy measures. IVECO
displayed its complete range of natural gas vans and trucks,
and offered test drives of its Daily Hi-Matic Natural Power
van. “IVECO clearly sees in methane and biomethane the
broad alternative to diesel in a wide variety of transport
applications that offer economic sustainability and potential
for a drastic CO2 reduction from well to wheel,” said Pierre
Lahutte, IVECO Brand President.
IVECO saw very early on that natural gas is the most
effective technology choice and the mature, affordable
solution, to address the issue of air quality in urban areas
and for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
Natural gas stands today as the only fuel with prospects
for widespread use in the short and medium term and with
IVECO’s advanced Natural Power technology and its full line
powered by this sustainable fuel – from light commercial
vehicles to heavy-duty long-haul trucks and buses – this
alternative traction is a reality today.
The Daily Hi-Matic Natural Power available for test driving
at the TEN-T Days belongs to IVECO’s Daily Blue Power
sustainable family, which has been crowned “International
Van of the Year 2018”. It is the first LCV running with a
compressed natural gas engine coupled with an 8-speed
automatic gearbox in the industry. It makes a further
improvement on what was already the best solution for
urban transport by offering the perfect combination: the
sustainability of IVECO’s Natural Power technology and the
absolute driving pleasure of its class-exclusive Hi-Matic
transmission. The outstanding comfort of the cab is further
enhanced by the vehicle’s extremely quiet operation and its
environmental performance is equally remarkable: in real
driving conditions and in an urban context, CO2 emissions
are 5% lower than those of the equivalent Diesel version,
and with bio-methane they can be very close to zero. It also
delivers excellent fuel economy thanks to lower pump price
of CNG which can result in cost savings in excess of 35%
compared to diesel.
The Eurocargo Natural Power features a six-cylinder CNG
engine that delivers high torque of 750 Nm and power

output of 210 Hp. Its features and transport capacity are
identical to its diesel equivalent, and it has a maximum
range of 400 km. Known as “the truck the city likes” and
part of the Eurocargo range that was crowned “International
Truck of the Year 2016”, the Eurocargo Natural Power is
particularly at home in major cities for its low emissions and
quiet operation (Piek certified, noise emissions less than
72 dB) which mean it is allowed to drive in restricted traffic
zones and ideal for night-time work.
The Stralis NP 460, crowned Low Carbon Truck of the Year
in the UK, is the first natural gas truck specifically designed
for long-haul operations. It is the only full range of natural
gas heavy trucks with the latest-generation automated
transmission designed to serve all missions and combines
sustainability, performance, productivity and autonomy
to perform the most demanding long-distance missions.
It can run on Compressed (CNG) or Liquefied Natural
Gas(LNG) and with 460 hp, the Stralis NP 460 in single-fuel
LNG version has an autonomy of up to 1,600 km. It delivers
dramatic Particulate Matter and NOx reduction compared
to Euro VI limits and, with bio-methane, also CO2 emissions
are cut by 95%. It also slashes noise pollution, with its
extremely quiet operation at less than 71 dB. It features
IVECO’s best on-road fuel efficiency technologies, which
achieve up to 9% lower Total Cost of Ownership than a diesel
truck. The revolutionary Stralis NP 460 gives transport
operators the competitive advantage of offering truly
sustainable logistics.
The IVECO BUS Crossway Low Entry Natural Power
12-metre bus has been specifically designed to rise to the
challenges of city and intercity passenger transportation
while also meeting environmental targets. This natural
gas powered version has all the features that have ensured
the Crossway line’s success – its operational profitability
and versatility – and offers in addition all the advantages
of an alternative drive system. Crowned “Sustainable Bus
of the Year 2018” in the intercity category, this vehicle was
awarded for its many qualities, which include the patented
smart design that integrates CNG tanks on the roof – which
optimize the interior height and allow the vehicle to operate
in any condition thanks to the lowest overall height on the
market (3,210 mm) –, its autonomy of up to 600 km, and
its particularly environmentally friendly and fuel efficient
Cursor 9 NP engine.
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Volkswagen premieres CNG engine
The automaker has premiered the 1.5 TGI Evo natural gas engine (EA211 Evo) in Austrian event.
The 1.5-liter direct injector, fitted with VTG forced induction (latest-generation turbochargers with
variable turbine geometry), is based on the 1.5 TSI ACT BlueMotion1/2/3/4 engine.

V

olkswagen will be enhancing its model range by
an innovative spectrum of completely new drive
systems, including what is currently the world’s
most cutting-edge natural gas drive, which will
help among other things meet the CO2 fleet emissions
target of 95 g/km prescribed in the EU as of 2020.
Volkswagen has now announced initial facts as part of the
Vienna Motor Symposium.
The automaker has premiered the 1.5 TGI Evo natural gas
engine (EA211 Evo) in Austria’s capital city. The 1.5-liter
direct injector, fitted with VTG forced induction (latestgeneration turbochargers with variable turbine geometry),
is based on the 1.5 TSI ACT BlueMotion1/2/3/4 engine. Like
its counterpart, the equally powerful natural gas engine, at
96 kW/130 hp, uses the efficient TSI/TGI Miller combustion
process.
For Volkswagen, the new 1.5 TGI Evo is a linchpin in its
natural gas campaign and its stated objective: further
increasing the volume of natural gas engines operating
efficiently and largely without generating particle
emissions. On the German market, natural gas engines
already represent the drive type with the strongest growth.

Moreover, the TGI petrol engines can be run on e-gas –
renewable CNG based on methane obtained from wind,
solar, hydropower or biomass power generation processes.
Production of the 1.5 TGI Evo engine will start this year.
With an estimated average consumption of 3.5 kg/100 km
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(CNG) in the current Golf5/6 featuring dual clutch gearbox
(DSG), the agile turbocharged engine will be as efficient as
it will be cost-effective to run. This results in a range of 490
km in CNG mode. Thanks to the automatic switch to petrol
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mode, the range is extended by an additional 190 km. In
addition to its efficiency, the engine offers dynamic
performance and torque vales: 200 Nm of torque are
already available at 1,400 rpm (up to 4,500 rpm).

Siemens unveils natural gas engines capable of running on different fuels

Siemens presented its new high-efficiency, low-emission
gas engines at the 6th China International Bioenergy
and Biomass Utilization Summit in Shanghai. One of the
advantages of these new engines is that they can use a
wide range of fuels to generate electricity and heat. They
can be powered by natural gas, biogas, gas from landfills or
sewage treatment plants, synthesis gas, well gas, or a wide
selection of other gases, which means they can supply a
wide range of industrial sectors.

The SEB factory in Zumaia (Guipuzcoa) has spent more than
50 years designing and manufacturing high-performance
engines in Spain that are exported the world over, largely
to countries such as Argentina, the United States, Egypt,
Morocco, Turkey, Pakistan, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia
and, of course, all over Europe. The power ratings of the
SEB portfolio range from 150 to 2065 kW for gas engines/
generators.

Siemens is developing these engines in its new Power
and Gas division business, Siemens Engine Business,
which aims to resolve and overcome many of the obstacles
currently affecting industry. Together with Siemens’ heavy
investment in R&D and the experience it has gained
over more than 50 years, this makes Siemens Engine
Business a leading international technology provider in both
liquid and gas fuel engines for a wide range of applications
and sectors.

One of the company’s most important research and
development facilities is in Miñano, in the Spanish Basque
Country. The company has developed a new technology,
Siemens Fuel Blending solution, at this facility that allows
an engine run on 100% biogas, 100% natural gas or a blend
of both. This system enables engines to run even when the
primary fuel is not available because they can change from
biogas to natural gas at the press of a button. An automatic
change to 100% biogas takes place as soon as the engine
reaches nominal speed.

Standing out among its products, high-efficiency, lowemission gas engines can be used in several applications
such as cogeneration, electricity generation, and wastebased energy. These engines use the latest fuel injection
and supercharging technologies, which boost their
power, reduce their fuel consumption, and optimize their
maintenance costs.

This dynamic fuel blending system is especially designed
for use in situations with biogas restrictions; fuel can be
switched 100% in such a way that the engine’s operability
is not affected. One of the main advantages of Siemens
engine flexibility is that it provides a safe, efficient and
reliable power supply system even when the fuel supply is
interrupted.
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NGV Global appoints new chairperson
The Association, now 32 years since inception and representing the interests of all forms of
natural gas mobility, has welcomed Brandon Grote of Swagelok as its new Chairperson.

N

GV Global recently held its Annual General
Meeting in Long Beach, California. The
Association, now 32 years since inception and
representing the interests of all forms of natural
gas mobility, welcomed Mr. Brandon Grote of Swagelok as
its new Chairperson. He is already known to many in the
industry through his long involvement with natural gas
technologies. He replaces Dr. Mike Gallagher, Agility Fuel
Solutions, who moves to the position of Past Chair after
serving for the maximum term of four years.
Brandon Grote has been in the fuelling industry for 18
years, currently leading Swagelok’s Transportation team.
He has been assisting in growing this market through a
number of associations, as can been seen in his former
Board of Directors position with NGVA Europe and former
Vice President role with ANGVA.
Globally he has had a passion for helping improve
safety standards. He is active in a number of ISO and
CSA standards relating to CNG, LNG and hydrogen. He
is currently in the process of transitioning the chair
responsibilities of NGV 1, and NGV 3.1 to others to focus on
this new role with NGV Global.
“I am honored to know that the NGV community trusts
that I may help bring our global associations closer,”
Grote said. “With everyone’s continued support, I hope
to see our industry aligning towards a common vision
for the future. Together we can help dispel the myths
and urban legends that tend to slow progress towards
a sustainable future that often utilizes natural gas as a
transportation fuel throughout many forms of mobility.
Our team is rapidly putting together a new strategy, and

we invite you to be part of this journey.”
NGV Global Board and Executive Director thanked Mike
Gallagher at his 16th and final Board Meeting as Chair. “It
has been an honor and a privilege to serve. We have faced
some interesting challenges but always in the spirit of
advancing the industry,” said Gallagher, extending his best
wishes to Grote as the new Chair.

NGVA Europe has new President
NGVA Europe announced that Mr Philippe Van Deven,
who has been a Senior Vice-President of NGVA Europe,
has now been elected as the association’s new President.
Van Deven is the General Manager of GNVERT, ENGIE’s
subsidiary in charge of the distribution of alternative
fuels. GNVERT provides a wide range of solutions
including the design, building, financing, operation
and maintenance of refuelling stations as well as the
distribution and sale of CNG, biomethane, LNG, LBG,
hydrogen and other green or renewable transportation
fuels. Before joining GNVERT in September 2013, Philippe
held successive positions in Belgium and in Canada for
ENGIE in the sector of Energy Services.
”I am very honoured to succeed Gerhard Holtmeier at
the Presidency of the NGVA. Thanks to the support of the
Board of Directors and of the members, I look forward
to continuing the work with Andrea Gerini and the team.
I have every confidence in our ability to achieve our
ambitions for G Mobility!” said Van Deven.
Further to this appointment, Dr Timm Kehler has been
elected as the new Senior Vice-President of NGVA Europe

and Mrs Nadège Leclercq as the Secretary of the Board of
Directors.
NGVA Europe welcomed them and wished them success
in their new positions, and also thanked Dr. Holtmeier, the
former President of the association as well as Mr Hans
Wach, former Secretary of the Board of Directors, for their
years of commitment and energy into developing NGVA
Europe into what it is today.
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Expanden red de carga de GNV para
flotas del corredor Mediterráneo

E

l director de comercialización de Soluciones
Energéticas de Gas Natural Fenosa, Alberto
Fariza, y el director general del Grupo Disfrimur,
Juan Jesús Sánchez, firmaron el acuerdo para
la instalación de dos nuevas estaciones de carga de
gas natural en Molina de Segura (Murcia) y Antequera
(Málaga), en un acto celebrado en la sede del Grupo
Disfrimur, con la presencia de la directora financiera del
Grupo, Isabel Sánchez; la directora general de Energía y
Actividad Industrial y Minera, Esther Marín; y la alcaldesa
de Molina de Segura, Esther Clavero.
La localización de ambas ‘gasineras’ es de un gran valor
estratégico por su importante tráfico de mercancía, ya
que la primera de ellas se emplazará en un municipio
industrial con alta concentración de empresas de
transporte, mientras que la segunda se ubicará en el
polígono industrial de Antequera, en el considerado como
el ‘kilómetro cero’ de Andalucía.
Estas dos ‘gasineras’ se unen a las tres estaciones de
GNL y GNC que actualmente ambas empresas operan en
Murcia, Valencia y Alicante. De esta forma, con la ubicación
de estas estaciones de carga de gas natural se dará un
suministro radial a los transportistas que recorren el
corredor Mediterráneo.
Adicionalmente, estas dos nuevas estaciones de carga
de gas natural también darán servicio a flotas de servicio
público, como camiones de recogida urbana de residuos
sólidos y de transporte urbano e interurbano de viajeros.

Sin olvidar a los automóviles bi-fuel de particulares,
taxistas y empresas de alquiler de vehículos.
Tras la firma del acuerdo, Alberto Fariza afirmó que
“esta colaboración demuestra el compromiso de ambas
empresas con la movilidad sostenible, un reto en el que
Gas Natural Fenosa tiene más de 25 años de experiencia,
siendo líder en la gestión de estaciones de carga de gas
natural en España”.
Por su parte, Juan Jesús Sánchez señaló que “el Grupo
Disfrimur quiere contribuir a hacer posible el despliegue
rápido y masivo del gas natural en la movilidad, ya que se
trata de una energía limpia, segura y económica”.
Esther Marín destacó que “desde el Gobierno regional
apoyamos aquellas medidas encaminadas a que todo
nuestro sector del transporte, gran generador de
empleo, sea cada vez más sostenible y respetuoso con el
medioambiente. Gracias a iniciativas como las que ponen
en marcha Gas Natural Fenosa y el Grupo Disfrimur se
avanza en este objetivo”.
Disfrimur también incorporará a lo largo de 2018 un total
de 40 unidades del modelo Iveco Stralis Natural Power a
través de Ginés Huertas Industriales, concesionario
perteneciente al Grupo Huertas. “De este modo,
realizamos nuestra mayor apuesta por el gas natural al ser
una energía limpia, económica, que genera menos ruido y,
en definitiva, es más sostenible”, expresó Juan Jesús
Sánchez.
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SMET España se apoya en el Stralis
NP para sus operaciones logísticas

Más Stralis NP 400 para la industria de
transporte de mercancías

L

a compañía de transporte SMET ha adquirido diez
unidades del modelo IVECO Stralis NP 400 a gas
natural para incorporar a su flota en España. Al
igual que IVECO, SMET apuesta firmemente por
el transporte por carretera con vehículos propulsados
por gas natural. Ambas compañías son pioneras en
la integración de soluciones de bajo impacto en el
medioambiente y alta rentabilidad.
El grupo de transporte, que realiza misiones tanto
internacionales como nacionales, ya contaba con vehículos
IVECO en su flota y ahora se añade el primer camión pesado
diseñado para largas distancias capaz de alcanzar la misma
potencia que su equivalente diesel. Los IVECO Stralis NP
400 a GNL están propulsados por un motor IVECO Cursor
9 a gas natural Euro VI de 8,7 litros que desarrolla una
potencia de 400cv y un par máximo de 1.700 Nm.
A la entrega, que se realizó a través de Saipa Motor,
concesionario oficial de IVECO en Valencia, acudieron
Alejandro Guerra, Country Manager de SMET España;
Vicente Savall, gerente del concesionario; y Alberto
Rodrigo, Área Manager de IVECO.
La elección del Stralis NP 400 de GNL se debió, según
palabras de Guerra, “al compromiso que tiene el grupo
con el impacto en el medio ambiente además de los
excelentes consumos ya demostrados en la flota Italiana
con los Iveco Stralis NP. SMET, en su compromiso con sus
clientes, confirma la búsqueda de alternativas al mercado
que proporcionen innovación y mayor efectividad,
encontrando en el IVECO Stralis un producto de máximas
prestaciones”.

Acotral, empresa dedicada al transporte de mercancías,
reforzó su compromiso con la sostenibilidad, con la
adquisición de diez nuevas unidades del IVECO Stralis NP
400. Gracias a esta inversión, la compañía realiza 6.000
servicios diarios de media y dispone de una flota de 1.600
vehículos propios, que utiliza para el desarrollo de su
actividad tanto en el mercado español como en los países
europeos en los que opera y en Marruecos.
Estos diez vehículos IVECO Stralis NP 400 a GNL
adquiridos por Acotral están propulsados por un motor
IVECO Cursor 9 a gas natural Euro VI de 8,7 litros que
desarrolla una potencia de 400cv y un par máximo de
1.700 Nm.
El Stralis NP es también el primer camión a gas natural
con cambio automatizado de 12 velocidades, que garantiza
un menor consumo de combustible y un mayor confort
en la conducción. Los depósitos de combustible de mayor
capacidad incrementan la autonomía con la versión solo
GNL, que alcanza una distancia récord de 1.500 km.
Fundada en 1970, Acotral es una empresa familiar líder
en el sector del transporte nacional e internacional de
mercancías, que apuesta por el desarrollo del transporte
en cualquiera de sus modos: carretera, ferroviario y
marítimo. Acotral es interproveedor de Mercadona desde
2003, cliente al que realiza servicios de transporte para
suministrar sus bloques logísticos y tiendas.
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Proyecto español de biometano
puede abastecer 10 mil vehículos

L

a empresa Aqualia desarrolla numerosos proyectos
orientados a la producción de energías renovables a
partir del aprovechamiento de las aguas residuales.
Gracias a la tecnología desarrollada en el marco del
proyecto CIEN Smart Green Gas, Aqualia ha conseguido
producir 17,5 millones de metros cúbicos de biogás en
un año, cantidad suficiente para abastecer a una flota de
10.000 vehículos a GNV.
Otro ejemplo de la utilización del agua residual como
fuente de energía es el proyecto All-gas, todo un modelo
de economía circular al producirse biogás destinado a
abastecer la flota de vehículos municipales de Chiclana,
en Cádiz.

Pilar Icaran, jefa de proyectos de Innovación y Tecnología
en Aqualia explicó sobre el cambio de paradigma en
cuanto al uso y consumo energético: “Con nuestro trabajo,
promovemos el cambio a la utilización de una energía
renovable y más respetuosa con el medio ambiente, no solo
en la empresa, sino también en los municipios en los que
prestamos servicio”.
La eficiencia y el uso racional de la energía es un aspecto
esencial de la gestión ambiental responsable de Aqualia. En
2016 ha implantado un Sistema de Gestión Energética
certificado conforme a la norma ISO 50001 que implica el
establecimiento de objetivos cuantificables para optimizar la
utilización de los recursos energéticos en su actividad.
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HAM pone en marcha estación de
gas natural comprimido en Sevilla
G

rupo HAM puso en funcionamiento un nuevo
surtidor de gas natural comprimido en su estación
de servicio de Sevilla. La instalación ya está
operativa, y se encuentra situada en Alcalá de
Guadaíra (Sevilla), enlace entre SE30 y A-92 km.3.
Inicialmente la estación de Sevilla suministraba sólo
GNL y, debido a la gran demanda, se ha modificado
para que pueda repostar ambos productos, GNL y GNC.
Las flotas profesionales pueden repostar con tarjeta
bancaria y tarjeta HAM.
Esta iniciativa consolida el liderazgo de HAM en el sector
de gas natural, manteniendo su compromiso en sus
políticas de precios y afianzando la confianza de sus
clientes.
En la actualidad, HAM tiene una amplia red de estaciones
de gas natural, tanto de GNL como de GNC, distribuidas
por toda España.

Invierten en infraestructura de
suministro de GNL en España
Reganosa participó como ponente en la jornada
internacional “Clean power for transport: inversiones
a realizar y tecnologías”, celebrada en la sede de la
Comisión Europea en Madrid, organizada por la Asociación
Ibérica de Logística y Puertos (AILOP). Allí expuso la
necesidad de realizar inversiones en las terminales de
GNL españolas para ampliar su cartera de servicios al
suministro eficiente de este combustible limpio para el
transporte marítimo.
Carlos Vales intervino en una mesa redonda dedicada
a “Infraestructuras para los nuevos combustibles”,
junto a representantes de Puertos del Estado y del
Consorcio Europeo ECO-GATE. Ante un auditorio formado
por profesionales de los sectores de la energía y del
transporte, centró su exposición en las inversiones
necesarias para preparar las plantas de GNL para ofrecer
nuevos servicios a sus clientes.

L

a terminal de Reganosa, ubicada en el puerto de
Ferrol, asumió el reto de adaptar su oferta de
servicios a la demanda creciente de gas natural
licuado como combustible para el transporte
marítimo. El sector estima que en 2025 el bunkering a
barcos supondrá un 20% del mercado total de GNL. Así
lo manifestó Carlos Vales, director del Proyecto Hub de
Reganosa, en una reunión técnica celebrada en Madrid.

El representante de Reganosa también explicó el proyecto
de Hub del Noroeste Ibérico, que incluye la ampliación de
la capacidad de almacenamiento de la terminal de
Mugardos y la construcción de un nuevo jetty, junto a la
adaptación del existente para el transporte de pequeña
escala, para atender la demanda derivada de la navegación
sostenible que se espera en un futuro. Estas obras forman
parte de las acciones del proyecto europeo CORE LNGas
hive para el impulso del GNL como combustible en el
sector del transporte, cuyos últimos avances también han
sido presentados en la jornada.
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Puerto de Málaga, Andalucía y GNF
analizan uso de energía sustentable

E

l consejero de Empleo, Empresa y Comercio de la
Junta de Andalucía, Javier Carnero, el presidente
de la Autoridad Portuaria de Málaga, Paulino
Plata, y el director general de la Fundación GAS
NATURAL FENOSA, Martí Solà, inauguraron en Málaga el
seminario “Smart Ports. Gestión energética en los puertos
andaluces” así como la exposición “Puertos Inteligentes:
energía, eficiencia y sostenibilidad”.
La jornada reunió a más de un centenar de profesionales
y diversos expertos que analizaron las soluciones
energéticas sostenibles que deberán aportar los puertos
inteligentes para contribuir a la mejora de la calidad del
aire. Entre esas medidas, se analizó la autosuficiencia
energética de los puertos gracias al uso del gas natural y
las energías renovables.
Carnero destacó que el Gobierno andaluz trabaja ya en
impulsar la transformación energética de los puertos

andaluces, para mejorar tanto su competitividad como
la sostenibilidad ambiental del transporte marítimo.
Explicó que, a través de la Agencia Andaluza de la
Energía, “tratamos de aplicar nuestros instrumentos de
apoyo al ámbito portuario y estamos proponiendo a la
Comisión Europea la necesidad de apoyar las inversiones
en los puertos”. Estas inversiones se centrarían en el
despliegue de redes inteligentes, en la generación de
energía mediante fuentes renovables, incluyendo el
almacenamiento eléctrico, y en los sistemas alternativos
para el suministro de energía a los buques, así como en la
gestión energética para la eficiencia.
Por su parte, Plata declaró: “La transformación del Puerto
de Málaga en un puerto inteligente supone uno de los
grandes desafíos de cara al futuro, imprescindible para
hacer más sostenible y eficaz nuestra actividad, y teniendo
en cuenta la proximidad del recinto portuario al entorno
urbano, fundamental para continuar avanzando en la

integración de la actividad portuaria y ciudadana.”
En esa misma línea, Solà destacó el compromiso
medioambiental de la compañía con la promoción de
los smart ports. “El desarrollo eficiente de los nodos
portuarios será el principal camino para conseguir un
desarrollo sostenible que asegure un futuro mejor. Desde
la Fundación trabajamos para sensibilizar a la sociedad
y las administraciones de la importancia de conocer
los entornos energéticos para aprovechar todas las
posibilidades de desarrollo de las ciudades”, explicó.
En este escenario, el GNL es una de las alternativas más
eficientes para sustituir a los combustibles que estarán
prohibidos dentro de dos años. Así lo indicó durante su
intervención José María Ruiz Antón, responsable de
Desarrollo de Bunkering de GNL en España y Portugal de
GAS NATURAL FENOSA: “El GNL no tiene emisiones de
azufre, reduce un 90% las emisiones de NOx, y un 99% las
emisiones de partículas, siendo uno de los combustibles
más limpio disponible en la actualidad”.
El responsable de Desarrollo de Bunkering de GNL
España y Portugal de GAS NATURAL FENOSA, destacó
que la compañía es uno de los operadores principales
del mercado de GNL en la cuenca atlántica y el líder en
la península ibérica donde está desarrollando soluciones
logísticas para que el combustible esté disponible en
todos los puertos de la península. En ese sentido, en
la actualidad están operando 125 barcos propulsados
por GNL y hay encargados otros 150. En lo que respecta
al transporte de mercancías de forma más sostenible,
actualmente se han encargado grandes portacontenedores
propulsados por GNL para cumplir con la nueva
regulación.
Experiencias
Por su parte, el director general de ventas de Wärstsilä
Ibérica, Josu Goiogana, explicó que la industria marina
está en transformación. “Creemos que la tecnología
inteligente puede brindar muchas oportunidades, pero
desde un enfoque holístico y sistemático que no sólo
dependa de la tecnología, sino también de la colaboración
efectiva de todos los agentes y un marco regulatorio global
integral. Se trata de aprovechar la capacidad de innovación
a lo largo de toda la amplia cadena de valor”, dijo.
En su intervención, José Andrés Giménez, director
de Energía y Seguridad Portuaria de la Fundación
Valenciaport, presentó el caso del Puerto de Valencia como
pionero en la ejecución de proyectos orientados a facilitar
la transición hacia un modelo de puerto conectado y ecoeficiente, aunando los beneficios derivados de la gestión
energética avanzada gracias a tecnologías TIC. “Los
puertos que evolucionen rápidamente hacia el concepto
de Smart Port estarán mejor preparados para adaptarse
el entorno cambiante de los próximos años tanto en la
perspectiva tecnológica cómo en la de negocio”, señaló.
José María Gómez, Jefe de Área de Explotación de
la Autoridad Portuaria de Cartagena, analizó en su
intervención el potencial de GNL como combustible
alternativo de buques, y presentó el caso del puerto de
Cartagena que ha realizado en marzo de este año, la
mayor operación de bunkering de GNL en España.
El gerente de Málagaport S.L Puerto de Málaga, Manuel
Gutiérrez, presentó los resultados preliminares del

proyecto europeo LOCATIONS, (Low-Carbon Transport
in Cruise Destination Cities), perteneciente al programa
de cooperación INTERREG MED y financiado por Fondos
FEDER, cuyo objetivo consiste en ofrecer alternativas de
movilidad de cruceristas en el destino con bajas emisiones
de carbono. El proyecto, de una duración de tres años,
se realiza en colaboración con otros puertos y ciudades
europeas, siendo Málaga la única ciudad española que
participa en el mismo.
Energytruck
El programa de actividades presentado por la Fundación
Gas Natural Fenosa, junto a la Autoridad Portuaria de
Málaga, contó también con la presencia del Energytruck,
la exposición móvil que ha recorrido, desde enero de 2016,
más de 45.51,40 kilómetros y visitado 264 municipios
de la geografía española para trasladar conocimientos
relacionados con la energía, el medio ambiente y el
patrimonio industrial de una forma amena, interactiva
y con actividades didácticas conducidas por educadores
especializados.
El camión cuenta con un motor dual de gas natural que
genera entre un 15% y un 20% menos emisiones de CO2
respecto a los motores convencionales de gasoil. Mediante
el sistema dual y un consumo de combustibles aproximado
de 70% diesel y 30% gas natural comprimido, el vehículo
contribuye a la mejora de la calidad del aire al reducir un
39% las emisiones de PM y un 30% las emisiones de NOx
respecto a un vehículo sólo con combustible diesel.
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GNF completes Europe’s first LNG
bunkering of ‘Fure Vinga’ tanker
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GAS NATURAL FENOSA has been leading innovative LNG
solutions in recent years and is committed to leading the
development of LNG bunkering in Iberia, both through
occasional supplies such as this operation with the Fure
Vinga and through long-term contracts such as the one
signed with Balearia.

Increasing efforts to reduce
emissions with LNG technology

Europe’s first LNG bunkering operation on the tanker Fure
Vinga, owned by Furetank, took place at the Spanish Port
of Cartagena. The vessel received 120 tons of LNG from six
tanker trucks during the operation. “We are happy that the
first LNG bunkering operation for the Fure Vinga in Europe
took place without a hitch thanks to the cooperation from
all those involved, including the crew of the vessel and the
port authorities, as well as the cooperation between GAS
NATURAL FENOSA and Nauticor,” said Lars Höglund, CEO
of Furetank.
“This type of operation shows that the use of LNG as a
marine fuel is an economical, real and available solution
for shipping companies, guaranteeing supply at ports
around the world,” said Joaquin Mendiluce, Wholesale
Commercialisation Manager Iberia of GAS NATURAL
FENOSA.
The LNG experts from the two companies decided to
work together and cooperate on this operation, thereby
expanding their LNG supply network and highlighting
the potential of LNG as a marine fuel in Europe. “Our
experience with LNG made it possible for this bunkering
operation to go smoothly, showing the client that the
availability of LNG as a marine fuel is improving day by
day,” said Mahinde Abeynaike, CEO of Nauticor.
The Swedish vessel Fure Vinga is the first in a series of
six newbuild tankers to be used for the transportation of
chemical products owned and operated by Furetank, an LNG
leader based in Donsö. This is the second LNG-fuelled vessel
in the company’s fleet and joins the oil/chemical tanker Fure
West, which has been using LNG for fuel since 2015.
For Nauticor, which is already supplying the Fure West
for Furetank in north-west Europe, the cooperation with
GAS NATURAL FENOSA highlights the existing LNG
supply potential. Nauticor has been leading the way in
the development of LNG for maritime applications. It has
gained extensive experience and built up a broad network
of locations for the provision of LNG bunkering in northwest Europe over recent years.

The technology group Wärtsilä announced its strong
support for the agreement reached at the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) in London. The agreed plan is
for shipping to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
by 50% from 2008 levels by 2050. “It is critical that we have
an industry-wide framework for reducing emissions. The
next extremely important step must be to define concrete
abatement measures and to establish a clear roadmap
together with the industry and decision-making bodies,”
said Jaakko Eskola, Wärtsilä’s CEO.
Increased adoption of LNG as a marine fuel will be needed
to accelerate the reduction in GHG. “A clean-shipping
future must be based on the combining of different
technologies and various solutions. These will include
cleaner fuels, efficient vessel designs, hybrid propulsion
technologies, and intelligent vessels,” added Eskola.
The progress already made in LNG-related innovations can
lower emissions of GHG from vessels by as much as 30%.
The potential for even further reductions is being created
by the constant development of new technologies. LNG as
a marine fuel has a crucial role in GHG reduction roadmap,
and provides the basis for other actions to even further
reduce the emissions of shipping. Wärtsilä puts a great
effort to create offering enabling effective utilization of LNG.
Moreover, Wärtsilä continues to assisting Viking Grace,
the first passenger ferry to use LNG as a fuel source. It
recently signed the first Optimized Maintenance agreement
ever made for Wärtsilä LNGPac, a complete gas handling
system for LNG-fueled ships. Wärtsilä also extends its
existing Optimized Maintenance agreement for Viking
Line’s Viking Grace ferry for another five years.
“Environmental considerations are, along with the need
to optimize operational efficiency, high on the agenda of
Viking Line,” said Ulf Hagström, Senior Vice President,
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Marine Operations & NB at Viking Line Oyj. “Wärtsilä is a
forerunner in dual-fuel and other environmentally sound
technology and has repeatedly shown its excellence in
technical assistance and service for Viking Line and Viking
Grace. With this agreement, we will be able to utilize the
full potential of Wärtsilä’s knowledge and know-how.”
In addition to Wärtsilä LNGPac, Wärtsilä has delivered
four Wärtsilä 50DF main engines running on LNG, the
transverse bow and stern tunnel thrusters, two stainless
steel fixed pitch, built-up main propellers with complete
propeller shaft lines and environmentally sound shaft line
seal systems to Viking Grace.

Rolls-Royce will convert up to
nine Norwegian ferries to gas
propulsion

2018, June

a major upgrade, Hurtigruten will continue operating
its existing fleet on the route, while meeting these new
stricter environmental demands.
Astrid Opsjøen, Rolls-Royce, Vice President Product Sales
& Advanced Offerings, said: “Hurtigruten is planning an
upgrade with our newest and most environmentally efficient
engine, powered by natural gas. This is another great
innovation from our engine factory in Bergen, where we have
more than ten years of experience of powering ships purely
by gas. Together with other new energy system installations,
Hurtigruten will make its older ships work as efficiently and
environmentally as if they were new.”
The intentional agreement specifies that Rolls-Royce is to
deliver two of its Bergen B36:45L&PG gas engines as the
main engines to each ship. These LNG engines set a new
standard in power and efficiency with exceptionally low
emissions of NOx, CO2, SOx and particulates.

Port of Antwerp boosts
commitment to LNG as a green
marine fuel

Norwegian expedition cruise operator Hurtigruten has
signed a Letter of Intent with Rolls-Royce for a major
environmental upgrade program, including switching the
main engines on up to nine cruise ships from diesel to LNG
and installing a hybrid battery system. The deal comprises
the supply of equipment to six existing passenger cruise
vessels, with an option for a further three. The ships will
completely change their power system with the installation
of new Rolls-Royce LNG engines. The upgrade will enable
the former diesel-powered ships to reduce CO2-emissions
by at least 25%.
Daniel Skjeldam, CEO of Hurtigruten, said: “This is an
investment for the future, and a historic day for us, for
the environment and for the whole, long Norwegian
coastline. The combination of battery packs with the most
environmentally friendly and effective gas engines in the
market will provide a huge gain for the environment.”
Hurtigruten was recently awarded licenses by the
Norwegian Government for seven out of 11 coastal
ferry routes. The year-round service, on the renowned
passenger and cargo route from Bergen in the southwest
to Kirkenes in the north, has 34 stops. One of the key
requirements from the Government of the route’s operator
was a reduction in CO2-emissions. With its plans for

Fluxys has taken over the concession in the port of
Antwerp to make LNG available as an alternative fuel
for ships and barges, in one of the Port Authority’s key
initiatives to make the port’s activities more sustainable.
Fluxys will add a permanent LNG bunkering facility by the
end of next year to complement the existing mobile (truckto-ship) bunkering service.
Over the next year and a half Fluxys will construct at quay
526-528 the infrastructure needed for barges and smaller
seagoing ships to fill up with LNG at a permanent facility
with LNG storage. For this purpose the company is working
closely with G&V Energy Group, which will also build an
LNG filling station for trucks on the same site.
Fluxys already enables barges and smaller seagoing ships
to bunker LNG smoothly and flexibly 24/7 using LNG tanker
trucks, a procedure known as truck-to-ship bunkering.
Captains as well as LNG suppliers can reserve a slot using
the online platform www.LNGbunkeringportofantwerp.com
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to moor at quay 526-528 and take on LNG.
In order to provide LNG bunkering in the port of Antwerp,
companies must have a permit from the Antwerp
Harbourmaster’s Office. The ports of Antwerp, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, Zeebrugge, Bremen, Le Havre and Marseille
are currently collaborating under the auspices of the
International Association of Ports and Harbours to develop
a suitable accreditation process, known as the LNG
Accreditation Audit Tool. The first draft of this international
safety standard was welcomed enthusiastically last month
in Amsterdam by a broad group of stakeholders.

2018, June

to continuing to deliver on our promise to provide the best
service and deep technical expertise.”
The final concept for the first vessel is currently being
discussed, and the concept design phase is expected to start
this spring. The initial building phase of the first ship will
begin next year, with keel laying planned for October 2019.

Dutch contractor Van Oord orders
its first LNG dual fuel dredgers

Royal Caribbean orders two new
LNG-powered ships

The Finnish Meyer Turku Shipyard and DNV GL have
signed a contract for the classification of Royal Caribbean
International’s new ICON Class vessels. The contract covers
two vessels with delivery scheduled for 2022 and 2024.
“It is a proud day for DNV GL to have been entrusted with
the classification of the first vessels of the new ICON
Class,” said Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO of DNV GL –
Maritime. “These ships are set to push the envelope of
what we can expect from a modern cruise vessel in terms
of environmental performance, and we are looking forward
to supporting Royal Caribbean and Meyer Turku to realise
a successful delivery.”
The details of the design for the ICON Class vessels
demonstrate Royal Caribbean’s commitment to using the
most advanced technologies available to reduce the ships’
environmental impact. LNG is envisioned as the primary
fuel for the new vessels, which would dramatically reduce
or even eliminate emission of NOx, SOx and particulates,
as well as cutting CO2. The ICON Class will also introduce
fuel cell technology, which in combination with hull air
lubrication means that the ships could potentially be some
of the most fuel efficient cruise vessels ever constructed.
“To have been chosen to be part of this innovative project
is a huge win for our entire global cruise team,” said Paal
Johansen, Global Cruise Ship Director, DNV GL – Maritime.
“This signing shows that Royal Caribbean trusts us to
deliver on their most ambitious project yet, and it is a
testament to the strong relationship between Meyer Turku,
our local office in Finland and our wider network of cruise
experts. Following on from the delivery of the Symphony of
the Seas, the largest cruise ship ever built, we look forward

Keppel Offshore & Marine’s (Keppel O&M) wholly-owned
subsidiary Keppel Singmarine Pte Ltd (Keppel Singmarine)
has secured contracts from Van Oord to build two highspecification Trailing Suction Hopper Dredgers (TSHDs).
With a hopper capacity of 10,500 cubic meters each one,
the two dredgers are expected to be completed in 4Q 2020
and 2Q 2021 respectively. As part of the contracts, Van
Oord has an option to order a third dredger to be exercised
within one year.
Built to the requirements of classification society, Bureau
Veritas, the two dredgers will be equipped with dual-fuel
systems capable of running on LNG. TSHDs are mainly
used for dredging loose and soft soils such as sand, gravel,
silt or clay. The dredged material can be deposited on the
seabed through bottom doors or discharged through a
floating pipeline to shore and used for land reclamation.
Abu Bakar, Managing Director (Gas & Specialized Vessels),
Keppel O&M, said, “We are pleased to be awarded these
contracts by our new partner Van Oord. This new order
for dredgers of high specifications attests to our strength
as a specialized shipbuilder. By leveraging our design and
construction capabilities, we are able to provide customers
from different industries with tailored solutions for ships of
various specifications and functions.”
Jaap de Jong, Staff Director, Ship Management
Department at Van Oord, said, “We are pleased to work
with Keppel on these modern and environmentally-friendly
dredgers which will strengthen our mid-class dredger fleet
as well as our presence in the region. Last month we
already launched our first LNG powered crane vessel. The
TSHDs will be the first LNG hopper dredgers in our fleet.
We look forward to this partnership with Keppel as we
adopt LNG as a marine fuel to reduce our global carbon
footprint.”
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H2 SECTION
Castilla-La Mancha promotes
adoption of hydrogen-powered
mobility

company based in Zaragoza (Spain), are a key element
for the European BIG HIT (Building innovative green
hydrogen systems in an isolated territory: a pilot for
Europe) project, whose launch took place on the Scottish
Orkney Islands with the assistance of institutional and
business leaders from several countries.

The Government of Castilla-La Mancha is collaborating
with hydrogen companies to carry out the mobility plans
established by the European Union. This was explained
by the general director of Industry, Energy and Mining
of the regional government José Luis Cabezas, after a
meeting held with members of the National Hydrogen
Center, based in Puertollano.
“The Government of Castilla-La Mancha works hand
in hand with the National Hydrogen Center in mobility
projects that are designed for all Europe using hydrogen
as a source of energy, specifically the hydrogen fuel cell
model,” Cabezas said.
In this sense, the region is a pioneer in the use of
hydrogen as an energy source since it has the National
Reference Centre for this type of alternative fuel that
also works on the development of fuel cell technology.
Moreover, this region has adopted a Plan for the
development of hydrogen production and refuelling
infrastructure in different parts of the Autonomous
Community. Castilla-La Mancha thus becomes one of
the few regions in Europe that has presented projects of
this kind.

New hydrogen project launched
on Scotland’s Orkney Islands
The equipment for the road transport of gases at
high pressure developed by Grupo Industrial Calvera,

Calvera’s five trailers are one of the basic pillars of this
60-month initiative that involves 12 partners from 6
countries with a budget of 10.9 million euros of which the
European Commission awards 5 million through the Fuel
Cells Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU). The goal
is to develop an integral infrastructure of production,
storage, transport, distribution and use of hydrogen
for energy supply purposes from the available local
renewable sources, wind and tidal force.
The dispersion of the population of the Orkney Islands
(20 islands with a community of 21,000 people) and the
need to take better advantage of the renewable electricity
production they already have (56 megawatts of installed
power in wind turbines and tidal energy systems)
generate 46 gigawatts per year of which 30% is not used
due to overloads in electricity networks) offered the ideal
conditions to carry out a project so, in addition to the
global demo capacity, will solve the energy needs of the
local population.
Complementing the Surf ‘n’ Turf ‘project, in which
Calvera also participated, BIG HIT wants to use the
surplus of renewable electricity generated in the islands
of Eday and Shapinsay that cannot be consumed at the
moment (about 2.7 gigawatt hours per year) to produce,
through two proton exchange membrane electrolysers
(PEM) of 1 and 0.5 megawatts, 50 tons of hydrogen per
year by electrolysis of water, which is stored at high
pressure in the 5 Calvera’s specially designed trailers
(each with a capacity to load a quarter of a ton of
hydrogen) that are transported by sea to the island of
Kirkwall.
There, hydrogen supplies a 75-kilowatt hydrogen fuel cell
that provides heat and electricity to several port buildings
and three ferries when they are docked, while powering
5 Orkney Islands Council’s fuel cell and zero-emission
Renault Symbio Kangoo vehicles at a refueling station.
For more information, visit www.calvera.es/en.
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City in western Germany will
power fleets with local, green
hydrogen

2018, June

GFW, which provides electrical power from wind turbine
farms, will produce hydrogen fuel using advanced
alkaline electrolysers from GreenHydrogen, which
convert electricity into hydrogen, at two different
locations.
One electrolyser will be placed next to an existing
Fuhrländer FL1000 wind turbine, which will produce
green hydrogen when the wind is blowing rather than
selling it to the grid. The clean hydrogen then will be
compressed using a Clantech containerized solution,
compressing the hydrogen to 300 bar before it is stored
in a “H2Pod Virtual Pipe Line” from Calvera. This solution
facilitates the easy distribution of green hydrogen to
customers, the first of which is the Rennerod transit
system, which operates buses powered by fuel cells. It
also allows the fuel to be produced and consumed locally,
which eliminates transportation costs and any carbon
footprint.

Next year, buses in Rennerod, Germany (north
of Frankfurt), will be powered by an advanced,
environmentally friendly hydrogen energy system
designed and implemented by an international team of
companies using technology that is now commercially
available. Danish GreenHydrogen, Spanish Clantech
and Calvera, and Rennerod-based Gesellschaft für
Windenergieanlagen GmbH (GFW) & Co KG have devised
a solution that makes hydrogen production green and
local to minimize environmental impact and expense.

Another electrolyser will be installed at the GFW facility,
where it will be powered by an existing solar farm. There
will be 15 additional tracker systems installed in the
solar farm that will deliver 300 kW. The hydrogen
produced by GreenHydrogen’s alkaline electrolysers will
then be stored in Calvera units at different pressure
(300/450/900 bar) and, finally, be distributed from the
hydrogen refuelling station (SIDE H HRS) supplied by
Clantech – at 350 and 700 bar. The HRS will be made
publicly available in order to support the increasingly use
of all hydrogen-powered vehicles. For more information,
please visit this link.
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IVECO’s NGV models are now
available in the Japanese market
IVECO presented the latest developments in its action plan to support the use of natural
gas in the transport sector in Japan and announced the public launch of the Stralis NP 400,
the first heavy-duty natural gas vehicle ready for sale on the Japanese market.

I

VECO presented the latest developments in its
action plan to support the use of natural gas in the
transport sector in Japan. The event, held on May 8
at the Nippon Press Centre in Tokyo, was attended by
Pierre Lahutte, IVECO Brand President; Takao Kashiwagi,
Professor at Tokyo Institute of Technology and Chairman of
the LNG Expert Committee; Hiroaki Matsuoka, President
of Fuji Transport Corporation; Mariarosa Baroni, President
and CEO of NGV Italy, and Jean-Claude Girot, President of
the French Natural Gas Vehicles Association (NGV France)
and General Commissary of the Paris Motor Show, as well
as distinguished guests from government, media and the
transport sector.
IVECO’s plan of action comes on the back of the
Memorandum of Cooperation that the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry of Japan signed with the European
Commission last year for the development of advanced
technologies for the use of LNG powertrains in road and
maritime transport.
The brand announced the public launch of the Stralis NP
400, the first heavy-duty natural gas vehicle ready for sale

on the Japanese market. Also commercially available
is the new Daily Blue Power range, “International Van
of the Year 2018”, in its Daily Hi-Matic Natural Power
and Daily Minibus Natural Power versions, the first CNG
vehicles with an 8-speed automatic gearbox – the perfect
combination of low emission fuel and drivability for urban
areas with the class-exclusive Hi-Matic transmission.
In addition, IVECO announced the signing of an agreement
with Fuji Transport for the sale of the first LNG truck in
Japan, an IVECO Stralis NP 400 running on LNG only. Fuji
Transport will use the vehicle on the Tokyo-Osaka route
as well as in its operations for selected customers that
include the Japan Postal Service, and will monitor and
analyze the performance of the Stralis with its telematics
and GPS systems.
By demonstrating in real transport conditions the
practicality and benefits of natural gas in transport, the
vehicles will play a key role in the brand’s plans to support
the transition to this sustainable energy source in Japan.
The two new ranges made their public debut at the Japan
Truck Show in Yokohama.
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New LNG bunkering joint ventures
launched in Japan
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd., Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc., Toyota Tsusho Corporation and
Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha announced that the four companies have agreed to launch
the LNG bunkering business in Japan and have established two joint ventures.

K

awasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd., Chubu Electric Power
Co., Inc., Toyota Tsusho Corporation and Nippon
Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha jointly announced that the
four companies have agreed to launch the LNG
bunkering business in Japan and have established two
joint ventures. LNG is expected to become an important
alternative to heavy fuel oil due to its low emission rate of
air polluting substances and greenhouse gases, which will
enable ships to meet increasingly stringent international
regulations on emissions.

2. Business content

As per the announcement on January 26, 2018, the
four companies have been in joint discussions on the
commercialization of LNG Bunkering Business in the
Chubu (central region) of Japan. The four companies have
now agreed to launch the business, and today established
two joint ventures to run the LNG Bunkering Business.
Going forward, each of the four companies will utilize the
expertise and strengths that they each possess to propel
the “Ship-to-Ship Bunkering3” business.

May 10, 2018

Overview of the newly established joint ventures

Ship-to-Ship Bunkering

1. Corporate name

A method of bunkering where an LNG Bunkering vessel
comes alongside an LNG Fueled vessel to supply LNG at
different locations such as along the quayside, pier or at
anchor.

1) Central LNG Marine Fuel Japan Corporation
2) Central LNG Shipping Japan Corporation

1) LNG Bunkering Business
2) Ownership of the LNG Bunkering Vessel
3. Shareholders
“K” Line, Chubu Electric Power, Toyota Tsusho, and NYK Line
4. Date of establishment

Merits of LNG
Compared to heavy fuel oil, the use of LNG can reduce
emissions of sulfur oxides (SOx) and particulate
matter (PM) by approximately 100%, nitrogen oxides
(NOx) by as much as 80%, and carbon dioxide (CO2) by
approximately 30%.
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City in India plans to run buses on
biogas made from vegetable waste
Indore Municipal Corporation (IMC) plans to run public transport buses on bio-CNG made
from vegetable waste, as part of a campaign that aims to clean up the streets, roads and
infrastructure of India’s cities, smaller towns, and rural areas.

F

or better waste management, Indore Municipal
Corporation (IMC) plans to run public transport
buses on bio-CNG made from vegetable waste. “We
have set up a bio-methanation plant at the Devi
Ahilyabai Holkar Fruits and Vegetables Market. The plant
can convert about 20 tons of waste into 1,000 kg of bioCNG,” said Asad Warsi, IMC consultant under the Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan (campaign that aims to clean up the
streets, roads and infrastructure of India’s cities, smaller
towns, and rural areas).
Tests were being conducted to run some auto rickshaws
on the bio-CNG, said Warsi. If the results are promising,
then the plan is to run 20 buses on this fuel in the initial
phase, adding that these vehicles are currently powered by

conventional CNG, reported DD News.
“The bio-GNV is expected to be cheaper by Rs 5 as compared
to the normal CNG. Therefore, with the use of about 1,000 kg
of bio-CNG, there could be a saving of Rs 5,000 on the fuel
expenses of these buses. That means there will be a saving
of about Rs 1.5 lakh every month,” Warsi explained.
The civic body also wants to generate bio-CNG from the
waste of meat products like mutton, chicken and fish, the
official said, adding that comparatively more bio-fuel can be
generated from raw meat. The consultant said the IMC plans
to set up two more bio-methanation units to increase the
production of bio-CNG to nearly 4,000 kg, so as to run about
70 buses on it.

Punjab wants to install biogas plants

be around 100 MT of paddy straw intake daily, he said.

The Punjab government signed a pact with the UK for
setting up of bio-gas and bio-CNG plants in the state. A
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed in the
presence of Punjab Finance Minister Manpreet Singh Badal
and Andrew Ayre, deputy high commissioner, British High
Commission, as part of the states’ efforts to find sustainable
solutions to paddy straw burning, which has become a
major environmental concern.

He said these projects would promote sustainable
agriculture practices by stopping burning which severely
damages the soil. The digestate/bio manure, which is rich
in organic and inorganic matter, gives a perfect mix of
nutrients that promotes long-term soil health and improves
agricultural yield, he said.

Giving details, an official spokesperson said the MoU has
been signed with Rika Biofuels Development Ltd UK by
Punjab Bureau of Industrial Promotion (PBIP) and Punjab
Energy Development Agency (PEDA).
Punjab Infrastructure Development Board (PIDB) will
facilitate regulatory clearances and incentives by the state
government. He said these plants will be based on a new
patented anaerobic digester concept and straw extruding
technology. Rika plans to build in excess of 10 bio-CNG
plants with a total investment of USD 100-150 million,
creating up to 1,000 jobs across the whole operation
and supply chain with the aim of having the first plant
operational in 2019, he said. The capacity of each plant will

“The Government of Punjab will facilitate identification of
land parcels in various locations of the state for setting
up the plants and also ensure incentives and benefits as
applicable for such plants under the State Industrial and
Business Development Policy-2017,” he said.
Rika Biofuels is a specialist anaerobic digestion project
developer, specialising in processing problem feed stocks,
including high volume manures and agricultural wastes
such as crop straws.
Gregory Krupnikovs, Director of Rika Biofuels, said: “We
are very excited to be working with the Punjab government
and look forward to developing these projects and helping
the State of Punjab and India solve environmental problems
arising from the burning of paddy straw.”
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Shell charters two new
LNG-powered Aframax tankers
Both Malaysian flagged vessels will be fitted with twin LNG tanks, allowing them
to trade worldwide on LNG and with LNG more readily available now, this makes
them ideally suited to operate in the 0.1% sulfur SECA regions.

A

ET Inc. Limited and Shell International Trading
and Shipping Company Limited formalized
arrangements for the long-term charter of AET’s
two newbuild LNG dual-fueled Aframax tankers.
The two 113,000 dwt vessels are currently being built by
Samsung Heavy Industries in South Korea and are due for
delivery from Q3 of 2018.
These arrangements will see Shell take both vessels on
a long-term charter commencing in Q4 of this year. When
operating in natural gas mode, the two AET tankers will
emit up to 30% less CO2, 85% less NOx, 99% less SOx and
95% less particular matters, making them among the
cleanest Aframax tankers in the market.
“As leading owner and operator of petroleum vessels, we
have a responsibility to embrace the future of sustainable
shipping. AET strives to proactively adapt and embrace the
opportunities that emerge from the industry and global
environment. Therefore, we took the decision to begin

building LNG dual-fueled Aframax vessels some time ago
and these two Aframaxes are amongst the first to take
their place in our global fleet,” said AET’s President and
CEO, Capt. Rajalingam Subramaniam
Both Malaysian flagged vessels will be fitted with twin LNG
tanks, allowing them to trade worldwide on LNG and with
LNG more readily available now, this makes them ideally
suited to operate in the 0.1% sulfur SECA regions of North
America, Northwest Europe and Asia, and ensures full
compliance with the incoming 2020 sulfur cap.
Mark Quartermain, Vice President, Shell Crude Trading,
also commented: “These two LNG fueled vessels will help
Shell Trading move crude, principally in the Atlantic basin.
LNG is a credible marine fuel and will play an important
role in our fleet as we introduce cleaner and more efficient
vessels. As emissions standards tighten we continue to
work with forward thinking companies like AET to support
lower emission transportation solutions.”
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South East Asia’s first LNG-powered
tug to be delivered soon
The 65-tonne bollard pull LNG dual-fuel Azimuth Stern Drive (ASD) tug
was built to Keppel’s proprietary design. The vessel was named KST
Liberty at a ceremony held in Singapore.

K

eppel Offshore & Marine, through its wholly owned
subsidiary, Keppel Singmarine, is on track to
deliver South East Asia’s first dual-fuel LNG tug
to Keppel Smit Towage on time and with a perfect
safety record. The vessel was named KST Liberty at a
ceremony held at Keppel Singmarine, with Loh Ngai Seng,
Permanent Secretary at Singapore’s Ministry of Transport
as the Guest of Honour. The 65-tonne bollard pull LNG
dual-fuel Azimuth Stern Drive (ASD) tug was built to
Keppel’s proprietary design.
Loh Ngai Seng said, “Today’s christening of KST Liberty
marks an important milestone in Singapore’s journey to
make LNG bunkering available at our port as early as
2020. I congratulate Keppel O&M and Keppel Smit Towage
for taking the lead, under MPA’s LNG Bunkering Pilot
Program, to build and operate Singapore’s first LNG-fueled
vessel. Such partnerships bring us closer to our goal of
cleaner and more sustainable marine fuels.”
Abu Bakar, Managing Director (Gas & Specialized vessels) of
Keppel O&M, said, “We are pleased to support Keppel Smit

Towage and the industry’s push towards adopting LNG as
marine fuel with this upcoming delivery of South East Asia
and Singapore’s first LNG-powered tug. Our award-winning
dual-fuel tug design offers more economical operations with
efficient fuel consumption; a simplified bunkering process;
optimized deck space that increases the safety and comfort
of the crew; and ease of operations.”
Smart designs were incorporated to enhance the
tug’s safety and comfort. The LNG fuel is carried in
containerized, type-C ISO-certified tanks on the main deck,
and refueling can be done by truck to ship operations or
replacing the empty tanks with replenished ones. It is
equipped with an innovative and patented LNG vaporizer
which is compact and cost-effective.
Shell will be supplying the LNG fuel to KST Liberty while
FueLNG, a joint venture between Keppel O&M and Shell
Eastern Petroleum (Pte) Ltd., will be providing the LNG
bunkering services. The LNG bunkering will be conducted
at Jurong Port which is able to support LNG bunkering
operations.
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LNG hub project under development
in the Philippines
Lloyds Energy is the first company to submit an unsolicited proposal to the
PNOC for the development and construction of an LNG energy hub with storage,
liquefaction, regasification and distribution facility.

L

loyds Energy has moved one step closer in its offer
to build and develop an LNG Energy Hub in the
Philippines, having recently received a letter from
the Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC) that its
proposal for the PNOC Batangas Bay Energy Hub Project
has been determined to be complete in accordance with
the documentary requirements stated in the Build Operate
and Transfer (BOT) law and its Revised Implementing
Rules and Regulations. Following the completeness check,
PNOC will now evaluate the proposal in accordance with
the same law.
Lloyds Energy was the first company to submit an unsolicited
proposal to the PNOC for the development and construction
of an integrated LNG hub with storage, liquefaction,
regasification and distribution facility, as well as a power
plant capacity of 200 to 800 megawatts (MW).
Several companies also previously submitted unsolicited
proposals to the PNOC but following the “first in time”
approach under the BOT law it is the proposal of Lloyds
Energy that is currently being evaluated by the technical

working group (TWG) of the PNOC.
The Batangas Bay LNG Hub Project of the PNOC is
envisioned to turn the Philippines into a hub for LNG amid
the expected depletion of natural gas from the Malampaya
gas field in Palawan and the expiration in 2024 of Service
Contract 38 issued to the consortium of Shell, Chevron and
PNOC-EC for the operation of Malampaya.
Lloyds Energy is a Dubai based company established in 2013
with the strategic aim of delivering LNG to the global market.
It has grown rapidly by establishing strong international
alliances with LNG companies, off takers and major
engineering groups specializing in LNG. It has a team of
experts with extensive experience and credentials in the gas
and oil business.
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Total signs agreement to promote
integrated gas project in Oman
Total will use its equity gas entitlement as feedstock to develop in Oman a regional hub
for LNG bunkering service to supply LNG as a fuel to marine vessels. This will be achieved
thanks to a new small-scale modular liquefaction plant to be built in Sohar port.

T

otal has signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Government of Oman to develop
natural gas resources in Oman. This MoU covers
both upstream and downstream businesses.

Total and Shell as operator will develop several natural gas
discoveries located in the Greater Barik area on onshore
Block 6 with respective shares of 25% and 75%, as per the
agreement between both companies and before possible
State back-in, with the objective of an initial gas production
of around 500 MMcfd and a potential to reach 1 bcf/d at a
later stage.
Total will use its equity gas entitlement as feedstock to
develop in Oman a regional hub for LNG bunkering service
to supply LNG as a fuel to marine vessels. This will be
achieved thanks to a new small-scale modular liquefaction
plant to be built in Sohar port. The plant will comprise a
train of around 1 Mt per year and will offer the flexibility
for expansion as required by the development of the LNG

bunkering market.
“We are pleased to sign this MoU with the Sultanate of
Oman that will give us access to new gas resources and the
opportunity to develop an integrated gas project,” stated
Arnaud Breuillac, President Exploration & Production
at Total. “We will bring our expertise in LNG and will
introduce access to a new gas market for the Sultanate.
Developing an LNG bunkering service will generate incountry value and job opportunities, and will support
industry diversification through fostering the shipping
activity in Oman.”
Total Exploration & Production in Oman
In Oman, the Group’s production was 37 kboe/d in 2017.
Total produces oil in Block 6 (4%) and in Block 53 (2%), as
well as LNG through its participation in the Oman LNG
(5.54%)/Qalhat LNG (2.04%) liquefaction complex with an
overall capacity of 10.5 Mt/y.
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Xebec forms alliances to develop
hydrogen and biogas solutions in Asia
Xebec announced a strategic partnership with Korean JNK Heaters Co. Ltd. to develop biogas
upgrading and on-site H2 generation solutions. Moreover, it signed a deal with Zhangjiagang
Furui under which Furui will deploy Xebec’s PSA to purify hydrogen and enable their
renewable hydrogen energy supply chain.

X

ebec Adsorption Inc. announced a strategic
partnership with JNK Heaters Co. Ltd. of Korea to
advance biogas upgrading and on-site hydrogen
generation solutions. Through this collaboration,
JNK will exclusively market the Xebec biogas solutions
in Korea and India and use Xebec innovative Pressure
Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology in their on-site Steam
Methane Reformer (SMR)-based hydrogen generation
products.
Additionally, Xebec will have exclusive rights to
manufacture and market JNK’s SMR-based on-site
hydrogen generators in North America and Europe. Both
companies will also explore opportunities to collaborate
in the Chinese market.
This partnership will enable both companies to address
emerging opportunities in the biogas, renewable
hydrogen generation, hydrogen purification and refueling
industry. With the introduction of hydrogen Fuel Cell
Vehicles (FCVs) around the world, there is a need
to develop renewable sources of hydrogen, and the
market for reliable and cost effective on-site hydrogen
generators is expected to grow over the next few years.
Xebec and JNK will combine their complementary
expertise to develop such solutions for fuel cell
automotive, fork lift and heavy duty applications.
“JNK’s 20-year experience as a prominent Engineering,
Procurement & Construction (EPC) company for large
SMR projects, their state-of-the-art project management

system and various simulation programs and services
lines up perfectly with our vision. JNK’s technology for
SMR integration into on-site hydrogen refueling stations,
and Xebec’s innovative PSA technology are well suited
as renewable energy technology solutions for industrial
use, transportation, electrical grids and the public sector.
This collaboration will allow both companies to gain
market share in the rapidly developing Hydrogen Fueling,
Renewable Hydrogen and Renewable Natural Gas
markets,” said Kurt Sorschak, President and CEO, Xebec
Adsorption Inc
Moreover, Xebec has signed a Strategic Cooperation
Agreement with Zhangjiagang Furui Hydrogen Power
Equipment Co. Ltd. Through a cooperative exchange,
Furui HP will deploy Xebec’s PSA to purify hydrogen and
enable their renewable hydrogen energy supply chain.
They will also identify other market opportunities within
China, collaborating with Xebec Shanghai on technical
and commercial proposals.
Through complementary expertise, Furui HP and Xebec
will work together over the next three years to help
accelerate the development of hydrogen energy solutions
in China, particularly as it relates to liquid hydrogen
production and hydrogen mobility with fuel cell vehicles.
Furui HP already provides solutions for the hydrogen
economy, including upstream hydrogen generation,
midstream transportation and storage, and downstream
distribution and terminal equipment like hydrogen
refueling stations and hydrogen dispensers.
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Pennsylvania offers CNG incentives
and opens more filling stations
Trillium and the PennDOT have opened two new natural gas bus stations as part of the P-3 project:
one in New Castle and the other in Meadville. Moreover, the state is allocating $5 million and
accepting grant applications for innovative, advanced fuel, and vehicle technology projects.

T

rillium, along with the Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation (PennDOT) and New Castle
Transit Authority (NCTA) celebrated the opening
of the commonwealth’s newest CNG station in
New Castle, Pennsylvania. The facility is the third of six
new public CNG stations Trillium is designing, building
and maintaining for numerous transit authorities in
Pennsylvania as part of a public-private partnership (P-3)
contract PennDOT awarded to the company in 2016.
The station is open 24/7 and features three CNG
dispensers. It will primarily serve NCTA’s fleet of CNG
buses, but it is also open to the public, including light-,
medium- and heavy-duty trucks. “The New Castle Transit
Authority is thrilled to be part of the P-3 program that
will provide our authority and the public with access to a
more cost-effective and cleaner burning fuel,” said David
Richards, general manager for NCTA.
The P-3 project will provide CNG to more than 1,600 buses
at transit agencies across Pennsylvania, including 11 at
the New Castle location. The agreement also brings 23
additional private CNG facilities to the commonwealth. In
total, the initiative will open 29 CNG stations.
Trillium recently opened another CNG station as part of the
20-year P3 agreement. It is located in Meadville and was
developed in partnership with the Crawford Area Transit
Authority. “This latest CNG fueling station represents

continued progress for our innovative P3 program,”
Governor Wolf said. “The benefits include more efficiency,
cleaner burning fuels and lower fuel costs for our transit
agencies.”
As part of the conversion, the Crawford Area Transit
Authority will convert five full-size buses to CNG. The
authority estimates saving more than $50,000 annually
based on current diesel costs and their diesel usage of
roughly 40,000 gallons per year. The authority now has
three CNG buses.
Moreover, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) is allocating $5 million and accepting
grant applications for innovative, advanced fuel,
and vehicle technology projects that will result in
cleaner advanced alternative transportation within the
commonwealth. DEP’s Alternative Fuels Incentive Grant
(AFIG) Program offers funding for the purchase and use of
alternative fuels and alternative fuel vehicles.
DEP is instituting changes to the grants awarded for
vehicle purchase and retrofit projects:
For new CNG, LNG, and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles,
applicants may request 100% of the incremental cost of the
vehicle up to $40,000 per vehicle.
For existing CNG, LNG, applicants may request 50% of the
incremental cost up to $20,000 per vehicle.
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Total joins Clean Energy to support
deployment of heavy-duty NGVs
Total has agreed to purchase up to 50.8 million shares of Clean Energy’s common
stock for $83.4 million, to become Clean Energy’s largest stockholder with ownership
of 25% of Clean Energy’s outstanding shares of common stock.

T

otal SA and Clean Energy Fuels Corp. have
entered into a broad strategic agreement to
drive deployment of new natural gas heavy-duty
trucks. Total has agreed to purchase up to 50.8
million shares of Clean Energy’s common stock for $83.4
million, to become Clean Energy’s largest stockholder with
ownership of 25% of Clean Energy’s outstanding shares
of common stock. This transaction is subject to, among
other things, Clean Energy obtaining the approval at its
stockholders’ meeting, scheduled for June 8, 2018.
Clean Energy, with support from Total, also plans to launch
an innovative leasing program that is intended to place
thousands of new natural gas heavy-duty trucks on the
road and fueling at Clean Energy stations. As presently
contemplated, this program will allow fleets to begin driving
heavy-duty trucks with the cleanest engine in the world at
no increased cost compared to the diesel alternative, while
also guaranteeing a discounted natural gas fuel price to
diesel. Total intends to provide up to $100 million of credit
support for the program, which the companies expect to
launch in Q3 2018.
Promoting the use of natural gas is part of Total’s integrated

strategy to expand its low carbon businesses. “Customers
and regulators around the world are demanding cleaner
transportation alternatives, particularly in the heavy-duty
market,” said Patrick Pouyanné, Chairman and CEO of Total.
“Natural gas can become the fuel of choice. Total believes
there is a strong development opportunity in the natural gas
for transportation market, in particular in the United States
which benefits from unique giant low-cost gas resources.”
“There couldn’t be a better endorsement for the future of
natural gas heavy-duty trucking in North America than for
Total, one of the largest energy companies in the world,
to step up with this investment,” said Andrew J. Littlefair,
CEO and president of Clean Energy. “Being a Europeanbased company, Total is all too aware of the opportunity
to transition to cleaner alternative fuels. Launching the
financing program should expedite the adoption of natural
gas as the most environmentally friendly fuel for the
trucking industry.”
At the close of this edition, Clean Energy’s shareholders had
approved, by over 97% of the shares present at the
company’s annual shareholders meeting, the purchase by
Total Marketing Services S.A. of 50.8 million shares of Clean
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Energy’s common stock for gross proceeds of $83.4 million.
The purchase and sale of the shares is expected to close on
or about June 13, 2018. Total’s acquisition will represent 25%
of Clean Energy’s outstanding shares and will make it Clean
Energy’s largest shareholder. This new partnership will

combine one of the world’s leading energy companies that
operates over 16,000 fueling stations with North America’s
leading provider of clean natural gas as a transportation fuel.
The investment will also allow Total to nominate two
members to Clean Energy’s board of directors.

More biomethane trucks deployed at Southern Californian ports
Six trucking firms operating in the Ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach are deploying trucks powered by Cummins
Westport (CWI) near-zero ISX12N engines, and fueled with
Clean Energy’s Redeem™ brand renewable natural gas in
an effort to reduce emissions and improve air quality in the
ports and surrounding communities. Project participants
include Total Transportation Services, Inc. (TTSI), 4Gen
Logistics, Orange Avenue Express, CR&R, and Pacific 9
Transportation.
The project’s goal is to introduce this ultra clean
technology, which is 90 to 99% cleaner than existing
port trucks, to the port drayage industry, and inspire
greater interest in biomethane trucks, particularly with
the incentive funding that California is providing to help
truckers transition to this technology. Near-zero trucks
are also one of the strategies for reducing emissions from
trucks under the ports’ recent update to their Clean Air
Action Plan (CAAP).
“The realization by trucking companies that they need to do
something to meet the upcoming and anticipated stricter
emissions requirements in California is beginning to settle
in,” said Greg Roche, Clean Energy’s vice president of
sustainable trucking. “Fortunately, there are many ways
to take advantage of grants and other resources to make
the transition to the new engine technology and clean
renewable natural gas virtually painless. We applaud these
first-movers in being leaders in doing their part to make
the air we all breathe cleaner.”
The California Energy Commission and the South Coast Air

Quality Management District provided funding for 20 nearzero Class 8 trucks. The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
provided funding for two additional near-zero trucks. The first
four near-zero trucks have been successfully operating since
mid-2017 and an additional four have been operating since
February 2018. Pacific 9 Transportation will soon deploy 20
other biomethane-powered trucks in addition to their grantfunded ultra low-NOx trucks.
“Demonstration projects, like those being carried out by
the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, help show there
are viable cleaner, more sustainable freight technologies
available today and highlight the role these technologies can
play as the State transitions to zero and near zero emission
technologies to help achieve federal air quality standards and
the state’s greenhouse gas goals,” said Energy Commissioner
Janea A. Scott.

Clean Energy supplies California ready-mix truck fleet with renewable natural gas
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. will begin supplying its
Redeem™ renewable natural gas to 118 Catalina
Pacific®, a CalPortland® Company, ready-mix concrete
trucks which operate throughout Southern California.
By converting these trucks to Redeem, Catalina
Pacific® will operate the cleanest ready-mix concrete
fleet in the United States, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) by over 70% and smog-causing NOx
emissions by over 90% (compared to a 2010 diesel
engine).
By adopting a combination of Clean Energy’s
biomethane with the new Cummins Westport natural
gas engine Catalina Pacific is able to achieve zero
emissions from its fleet vehicles, while saving millions
of dollars a year in fuel costs. “Switching to zero
emission engines fueled by renewable natural gas
instead of diesel has been a real game changer,” said
Allen Hamblen, president/CEO of CalPortland.
Catalina Pacific’s 118 concrete mixers are expected to
consume an average of 75,000 gallons of Redeem fuel
per month, which displaces approximately 8,365 metric
tons annually of GHG emissions. The trucks will fuel at
two Catalina Pacific private time fill stations, as well
as Clean Energy’s network of public access stations in
Southern California.

“CalPortland has been a trailblazer in sustainable
initiatives, and to date has made the largest investment
in natural gas vehicles within the concrete industry in
the western United States,” said Chad Lindholm, vice
president of sales, Clean Energy. “By converting its fleet to
the new clean natural gas engine technology and Redeem,
CalPortland will dramatically reduce the amount of smog
and greenhouse gases it produces.”
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Agility unveils high-performance CNG
walk-in vans on Freightliner chassis
Agility developed an OEM-quality purpose-built CNG powertrain system, certified to meet regulatory
requirements of the EPA. Morgan Olson and Freightliner Custom Chassis provided the body/chassis
integrated design with Agility’s fuel management module and fuel storage system.

Agility offers high-capacity H2 storage
system for heavy duty vehicles

A

gility Fuel Solutions revealed a new CNG Morgan
Olson walk-in step van. Agility developed an OEMquality purpose-built CNG powertrain system,
certified to meet regulatory requirements of the
EPA. Morgan Olson and Freightliner Custom Chassis
provided the body/chassis integrated design with Agility’s
fuel management module and fuel storage system for
clean end-to-end vehicle integration.
The vehicle uses an Agility 366NGTM natural gas engine,
which is EPA certified. The fully-integrated fuel system
uses the Freightliner OEM fuel gauge, is engineered to
OEM standards, and is purpose-built for the demands of
the medium-duty industry. All fuel fill, filtration, pressure
control, and defuel functions are integrated into a single
module for ease of use and serviceability. Fuel storage
options are available with a capacity of 30 or 33.4 gasoline
gallon equivalents (GGE).
“We’re very excited to work with Morgan Olson to bring
these walk-in vans to market. OEM-grade installation and
integrated logistics will ensure seamless delivery of quality
CNG vehicles to the customer”, said Brad Garner, President
of Agility’s Powertrain Systems business unit. “Also, as a
leading CNG systems supplier for over 20 years, Agility can
provide walk-in van customers with simple, one-stop alt
fuels parts, service, and training throughout North America.”
Rich Tremmel, Morgan Olson’s Vice President of Sales and
Marketing, added, “These CNG vehicles are an ideal solution
for last-mile delivery and service fleets looking for a costeffective and low-emissions alternative fuel. This Agility
CNG fuel solution adds value to the Morgan Olson and FCCC
chassis combination that we look forward to offering our
customers going forward.”
Moreover, Agility has recently launched the Fuel Alternatives
Selection Tool (FAST). FAST is an app that allows fleet
operators to evaluate both the potential emissions impact
and the cost savings of various potential clean fuel options.
FAST enables a fleet owner in the United States to analyze
medium- or heavy-duty trucks, buses, school buses, delivery
vehicles and refuse and other vocational vehicles. Users of
the tool can objectively compare fuel options including diesel,
gasoline, CNG, LNG, hydrogen fuel cell, and other fuels.

Agility Fuel Solutions announced the availability and
ongoing development of large-capacity ProCab™ H
hydrogen storage technology for trucks. The systems are
lightweight, compact, self-contained modules that mount
behind the cab of Class 8 trucks. ProCab H system designs
are based on Agility’s widely-used ProCab behind-the-cab
CNG fuel system architecture, which has been track tested
for a simulated one million miles and validated by multiple
OEM test programs.
The ProCab H family is the product of multiple design
iterations, including hydrogen storage systems recently
used on zero-emission hydrogen trucks made by US
Hybrid and Kenworth. ProCab H systems include 350 bar
composite cylinders with fuel capacities of 23.5, 28.2 or
33.9 kg of hydrogen, require only 31 inches of rail space
behind the truck cab, and are available in custom colors to
match any fleet’s livery. All systems have fuel management
and pressure control equipment needed for fueling and
defueling the vehicle and delivering hydrogen at a specified
pressure to the fuel cell.
Agility also plans to introduce next-generation hydrogen
storage systems based on large-diameter Type 4
composite cylinders with 700 bar service pressure being
developed in partnership with Hexagon Composites.
These higher-pressure, higher-capacity hydrogen storage
systems will enable longer driving ranges and could be
used in regional haul Class 8 trucking applications such as
Toyota’s Project Portal.
“Agility has made integrated hydrogen fuel storage systems
for trucks and buses since 2002. We’ve recently seen
increased interest in hydrogen technology, and we realized
that high-quality manufactured on-board hydrogen storage
would be key to making hydrogen trucks scalable in the
marketplace” said Jeff Scott, Agility’s co-founder and VP,
Sales. “We are pleased to offer our ProCab H product line
and look forward to working with our OEM customers to
help bring zero-emission hydrogen trucks to market.”
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Vancouver transport network will have
over 250 CNG buses by 2018-end
TransLink currently has 146 CNG buses in its fleet, operating out of the Port Coquitlam Transit Centre
and the Hamilton Transit Centre in Richmond. With the addition of the new buses, more than half of
its conventional bus fleet will run using clean energy, including 252 natural gas vehicles.

T

ransLink announced that the first of 106 new CNG
buses have arrived and began serving customers
on Surrey (British Columbia) streets, with full roll
out of the new buses by the end of the year. Once all
the new buses are in service, it will mean more than half
the 209 buses in the Surrey fleet will be new, providing a
better customer experience.
TransLink currently has 146 CNG buses in its fleet,
operating out of the Port Coquitlam Transit Centre and the
Hamilton Transit Centre in Richmond. With the addition of
these new buses, more than half of TransLink’s conventional
bus fleet will run using clean energy, including 252 natural
gas vehicles.
The total cost of the CNG bus purchase, along with upgrades
to the Surrey Transit Centre that includes a new fueling
facility and other works to accommodate the new buses, is
approximately $86 million. Of this, about 80% of the total
comes from the federal gas tax, allocated by the Metro
Vancouver board of directors. The remainder is funded by

TransLink. Also, the cost of purchasing the new CNG buses
is offset by contributions from FortisBC through its Natural
Gas for Transportation vehicle incentive program.
“These new buses represent a major renewal for our Surrey
transit fleet, and the benefits are many. Our customers and
bus operators will enjoy a more comfortable ride with airconditioned, quieter buses. And these new buses will also
deliver substantial financial and environmental benefits with
significantly reduced fuel costs and reduced greenhouse gas
emissions,” said Kevin Desmond, CEO, TransLink.
Sukh Dhaliwal, Member of Parliament for Surrey-Newton,
on behalf of the Honourable Amarjeet Sohi, Minister of
Infrastructure and Communities, added: “The Government
of Canada recognizes how important investing in public
transit infrastructure is to building strong, sustainable
communities and creating economic growth. I am proud that
federal funding helped purchase these CNG buses, which
will save both fuel and maintenance costs while reducing air
pollution and improving safety for B.C. transit users.”
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CNG refueling network expands in Ontario
major corridor
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. will construct three CNG
stations in Ontario, Canada for Union Energy Solutions
Limited Partnership (UES), affiliate of Union Gas-an
Enbridge Company, a major Canadian natural gas
storage, transmission and distribution company.
Expected to initially distribute an estimated 600,000
gasoline gallon equivalents (GGEs) per year, the new
facilities will add to Clean Energy’s network of over 530
natural gas fueling stations that it owns and/or operates
in 42 U.S. states and other provinces in Canada.
The new stations, which will be in London, Windsor and
Napanee, will make fueling with CNG possible along
Highway 401 in Ontario, one of the busiest highways in
North America and the main route from the Windsor
border at Detroit, to Quebec City on the St. Lawrence
Seaway, strategically and economically vital to trade
between Canada and the U.S.
“Reducing greenhouse gases remains a high priority
for North America’s transportation industry,” said
Sarah Van Der Paelt, vice president, Union Energy
Solutions Limited Partnership. “Building these stations
on such an important commercial route will provide
the necessary infrastructure and opportunity for fleets
to make a successful transition to traditional and
renewable natural gas which dramatically reduce GHGs
versus diesel-fueled trucks.”
“Entering into this agreement with Union Energy
Solutions will enable us to provide more outlets for

clean natural gas, which in turn will help reduce toxic and
unhealthful diesel gas emissions in the region,” said Chad
Lindholm, Vice President of Sales at Clean Energy. “This
network of CNG stations will enable heavy-duty truck
fleets to confidently travel these routes ensuring they
have sufficient fuel as they cross Canadian and provincial
borders as well as travelling into the United States.”

Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance launches new website

The Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance (CNGVA) has
launched a new bilingual website to provide Canadians with
information to encourage greater use of natural gas fleet
vehicles in Canada’s transportation sector. Today, natural
gas vehicles operate in Canada in a variety of applications
including medium and heavy-duty trucks, transit, refuse,
marine, rail and off road.
www.CNGVA.org is the go to place for all Canadians looking
for information on natural gas use as a transportation
fuel, and on natural gas engine technology. The website
is a consolidation of both the CNGVA.org site, and
GoWithNaturalGas.ca, a collaborative initiative between
industry and Natural Resources Canada to support greater
use of natural gas for transportation. The new site offers
information on environmental benefits, payback and
performance, driving range, fuel savings, fleet success
stories, energy use, properties, and safe handling.

“Whether for heavy trucks, buses, ships, or rail
locomotives, natural gas can reduce fleet fuel costs and
lower emissions. CNGVA’s new website builds on the
valuable collaborative work between CNGVA, industry,
and Natural Resources Canada to raise awareness
about the benefits of this emerging fuel option for
vehicles. It also will provide the necessary information
for fleets thinking of converting,” said Bruce Winchester,
Executive Director of the Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle
Alliance.
“Natural gas is a transportation fuel success story that
Canada needs to seize. It helps reduce the operating
costs and emissions of heavy-duty and medium-duty
trucks, transit, rail, marine, and off road fleets, which
need to remain competitive to help keep the Canadian
economy moving,” added Timothy M. Egan, President
and CEO of the Canadian Gas Association.
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New CNG products available for
vehicles and stations
Worthington has launched new CNG fuel systems for medium and heavy duty trucks,
Oasis has unveiled a CNG fill valve for light duty vehicles, and Kraus Global has
introduced a metered CNG fill post system.
to 103 Diesel Gallon Equivalent (DGE). For long-haul
applications requiring ranges higher than 103 DGE, the
system is compatible with other rail mount systems from
Worthington to achieve over 200 DGE combined.
Replacing an existing design, the next-generation Top of
Body CNG fuel system from Worthington is designed for
refuse vehicles. With multiple mounting bracket options,
the fuel system is compatible with a variety of different
body and chassis designs. The system advancements
deliver a simplified design that weighs approximately
15% less than the former product, while offering greater
cylinder protection. Worthington offers the Top of Body
system in configurations of 60, 75, and 95 DGE.
CNG fill valve for light duty vehicles

Above Frame Back of Cab and Top of Body system

W

orthington Industries’ Alternative Fuels
business announced two new CNG fuel system
products: an Above Frame Back of Cab and
next-generation Top of Body system. These
additions further expand one of the widest CNG fuel
system portfolios in the medium and heavy-duty markets.

“We have worked closely with customers to design systems
based on route requirements and preferred truck chassis,”
said Wayne Powers, general manager of Alternative Fuels
for Worthington Industries. “By matching the right fuel
system and truck application, long-term benefits of CNG
conversions are achieved.”
The Above Frame Back of Cab fuel system relies on
Worthington’s patented vertical tank design, positioned to
minimize system footprint. It takes up less frame space,
sits closer to the cab and requires fewer cylinders to
maximize fuel capacity. Designed for technician safety and
straightforward maintenance, all valves are installed at the
base of the system, which does not require service techs to
leave the ground.
Multiple system sizes offer capacity options from 62

Oasis Engineering, a New Zealand-based CNG product
development company, has recently released the new
FV103 Light Duty CNG Fill Valve and Transit Nozzle. “These
fill valves are used for a wide range of vehicles which
include private passenger cars, buses and trucks that
are using CNG or biogas, as well as trailer load/unload
systems,” said Ricky Lee, Vice President of Business
Development for USA and Canada.
With intuitive fill valve and nozzle operation, the Oasis full
flow fill valve and fueling nozzle redefines the flow rate
standard for NGV gas delivery. This high flow design means
more gas is dispensed faster to the vehicle, maximizing
the number of vehicle fills per day as well as minimizing
wasted gas. The FV103 valve also has a 100mm extension
available as part of the product package which makes
after-fill removal easier.
“As is the case with many of our products, we have product
servicing videos that demonstrate how all components
of the fill valve including the nozzle should be correctly
disassembled and reassembled,” added Lee.
Oasis Engineering’s after sales service provides
replacements for all wearing components on any
product they sell. They comply with Pressure Equipment
Directive 97/23/EC Guidelines, as set out by the European
Commission, and the nozzles have also been designed
to ANSI NGV1 Standard in accordance with the North
American markets expectations.
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With a product that can withstand 6000psi of pressure
on a daily-basis, stringent testing is required and this is
something that Oasis Engineering does in their factory.
These fill valves are also manufactured under ISO 9001
accredited standards which establish Quality Management
Systems to ensure all facets of Oasis Engineering are of a
high standard.
Metered CNG fill post system

the station and fleet.
Metering of fleet vehicle fills has always been a challenge,
primarily due to cost and complexity. This challenge
has been overcome through streamlining the necessary
infrastructure and metering process using Kraus Global’s
advanced MICON NEXTGEN 1.0® controller to extract
and synthesize relevant data. System capabilities include
enhanced fleet tracking, priority filling control, top-up
routine, connection to fuel management systems, and more.
Existing time fill stations can be upgraded into the Kraus
Metered CNG Fill Post System by retrofitting existing posts
with a Kraus Fill Post Retrofit Kit and integrating the Kraus
Control Panels to the site. This upgrade reuses existing
compression, storage, and filling infrastructure making the
total upgrade cost effective and easy to install.

Kraus Global Ltd. has introduced the Metered CNG Fill
Post Systems. Aiming to fill an equipment gap in the
industry, this advanced intelligent post control system
provides accurate metering from each vehicle hose.
Embedded data acquisition architecture reports relevant
historical and real time data, providing station owners and
fleet managers a customizable summary of the health of

President and CEO of Kraus Global Ltd. Ossama AbouZeid
said: “Beta testing of the Metered CNG Fill Post System is
underway and going as planned. The system provides
beneficial data and offers great advantage to those
planning on installing time fill stations in the future. This
new solution has caused tremendous customer
excitement, especially given the option to retrofit existing
time fill stations with this enhanced capability,” he said,
and added Kraus Global is partnering with Ozinga Energy
at an initial beta site.

University of Houston develops new natural
gas catalyst
The U.S. Department of Energy has chosen a team led by
a chemical engineer from the University of Houston for a
$2 million project to develop and optimize a lower-cost,
more efficient catalyst to eliminate unreacted methane.
Michael Harold, chairman of the UH Department of
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, will work
with Lars Grabow, associate professor of chemical and
biomolecular engineering at UH, and researchers from
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the University of
Virginia and CDTi Inc., an emissions technology company
based in Oxnard, Calif.
Natural gas combustion produces far less carbon dioxide
than gasoline or diesel combustion. Methane – the
primary component of natural gas – was not considered
a concern until recently, partly because it has not been
associated with the health risks linked to carbon dioxide.
But it is a much more powerful greenhouse gas than CO2,
making an effective catalyst crucial for wider adoption of
natural gas vehicles.
Harold, an expert in catalytic reaction engineering,
said the team will focus on the so-called “four-way
catalyst,” building on the three-way catalysts used with
gasoline and diesel engines. Those simultaneously
convert nonmethane hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide
and nitrogen oxides. The new catalyst will also convert
methane. A critical aspect of the work is to reduce the
use of precious metals, lowering the cost. Traditional
vehicle exhaust catalysts rely on platinum, palladium and
rhodium, which are effective but expensive.
The new four-way catalyst will test the use of metal oxides
containing lower-cost elements iron, cobalt, copper,
manganese, nickel and others. According to Harold, the
design may still require the use of a small amount of
precious metals to meet emission control targets. CDTi’s
Spinel™ technology will be a key element in developing a

new class of high-performance catalysts with low levels of
precious metals for natural gas engine emissions control.
The process is likely to involve the development of a
new material, work Grabow will pursue using atomistic
computational modeling, while CDTi’s Steve Golden will lead
the catalyst development and commercialization effort. “The
project brings together a significant market opportunity
with our innovative Spinel materials, coupled with the stateof-the-art characterization and testing capability of the
University of Houston and the other key partners,” Golden
said.
Once a prototype has been synthesized and tested with
simulated exhaust, Harold said it will be tested at the Texas
Center for Clean Engines, Emissions & Fuels, a research,
development and testing center based at the UH Energy
Research Park.
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Texas bus operator dedicates North
America’s largest CNG station
The 10-lane station began operating in 2017 to support the first of VIA’s new CNG-powered fleet that
debuted in observance of Earth Day. VIA’s full fleet conversion will be complete in 2025.

V

IA Metropolitan Transit officially dedicated its new
CNG fueling station April 18, at the regional transit
agency’s San Antonio campus, a 10,980 square foot
compressor compound that stands as the largest
in North America. The 10-lane station began operating in
2017 to support the first of VIA’s new CNG-powered fleet
that debuted in observance of Earth Day. VIA’s full fleet
conversion will be complete in 2025. More than half of
VIA’s diesel revenue vehicles have been replaced with CNG
buses to date.

VIA’s CNG program is part of a multi-year, communitydriven plan to build a better bus system while significantly
reducing vehicle emissions, decreasing operating costs,
and planning service enhancements. Once complete,
the transformed fleet will bring a 97% reduction of
NOx emissions and further support the agency’s
commitment to environmental stewardship. The annual
fuel cost savings are estimated at $8.5 million, and
the maintenance savings, over a five-year period, are
estimated at $2 million.

Since it began operation, the station has saved over $1
million in fuel costs. Installation of the new fueling station
and continued procurement of lower-emissions vehicles
will make VIA the largest customer of CPS Energy’s CNG
fuel program. “The CNG fueling station services a new
generation of VIA buses and highlights our role as an
industry leader to drive innovation that improves air quality
throughout the region,” VIA President and CEO Jeffrey C.
Arndt said.

Trillium CNG, part of the Love’s Family of Companies, was
contracted in 2016 to design and build the CNG facility.
The new station includes the addition of 10 CNG
dispensers operated by seven 700-HP compressors, with
a total flow rate of more than 85 gallons per minute. VIA’s
new CNG 40-foot buses are manufactured by Nova, and
have a 67-passenger capacity. The contract with Nova Bus
calls for the delivery of 425 vehicles over a five-year
period.
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Shell and Toyota will build hydrogen
filling station at Port of Long Beach
The California Energy Commission has awarded $8 million to develop the first hydrogen-truck
refueling station at the Port of Long Beach. Shell and Toyota expect the facility to encourage the
use of zero-emission hydrogen fuel cell trucks in and around Long Beach.

E

quilon Enterprises LLC, doing business as Shell
Oil Products US (Shell), and Toyota have been
provisionally awarded $8 million by the California
Energy Commission (CEC) to develop the first

hydrogen-truck refueling station at the Port of Long Beach.
Shell and Toyota expect the facility to encourage the use
of zero-emission hydrogen fuel cell trucks in and around
Long Beach, one of the world’s largest freight hubs.
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The funding, which is contingent upon the approval of
the project at an upcoming CEC meeting, forms part of
the CEC’s Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle
Technology Program, which helps develop hydrogen
infrastructure at ports, warehousing and distribution
centers in California.
“This station will help the hydrogen-fueled freight sector
to flourish in California,” said Oliver Bishop, Hydrogen
General Manager at Shell. “Hydrogen offers a promising
path for decarbonizing transport, particularly the
heavy-duty sector where there are few alternatives to
conventional fuel. Shell and Toyota will combine their
expertise to deliver an effective alternative fuel for
Californian freight.”
If approved, Shell will build, own and operate a hydrogen

station at the Toyota Logistics Services location at the Port
of Long Beach, fueling Toyota’s Project Portal heavy-duty
fuel cell proof of concept truck and public fleets. Shell will
source its hydrogen from Toyota’s adjacent Tri-Gen facility,
which produces hydrogen from 100% renewable biogas.
“We greatly appreciate the CEC for recognizing the
importance of this breakthrough project at the Ports of
Long Beach and Los Angeles,” said Craig Scott, Director
Advanced Technology Vehicles, Toyota Motor North
America. “Toyota continues to demonstrate that fuel cells
are one of the most innovative and sustainable
technologies for light and heavy-duty vehicles. This
initiative with Shell further strengthens our combined
commitment to hydrogen as a viable transport fuel and
complements our retail station project in Northern
California.”

Southern Californian transit agency expands hydrogen-powered fleet
Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) has
awarded New Flyer a contract for 10 Xcelsior® hydrogen
fuel cell 40-foot buses. The new order helps expand the
zero-emission footprint of public transportation across
California, and adds sustainability to OCTA’s current fleet
of just over 500 buses, which will serve communities
throughout Anaheim, Garden Grove, Orange, Santa Ana, and
Westminster. Moreover, it is the largest procurement and
deployment of fuel cell buses in America.
OCTA and New Flyer are partners in the Fuel Cell Electric
Bus Commercialization Consortium project, sponsored by
a grant from the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
and supported by the “California Climate Investments”
(CCI) program. CCI is a statewide project that puts billions
of Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, strengthening the economy, and improving
public health and the environment, particularly in
disadvantaged communities. Additional funding for the
project comes from OCTA and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District.
“New Flyer is proud to support the Orange County

Transportation Authority in developing its fleet of zeroemission buses that help preserve the environment in
California,” said Wayne Joseph, President, New Flyer of
America. “We remain committed to building sustainable
transportation across America through advanced innovation
and industry collaboration, and to supporting California in its
pursuit of zero-emission transportation.”
OCTA serves 34 cities and unincorporated areas of Orange
County, covering transportation within the state’s third-largest
county and supporting nearly 40 million passengers per year.

U.S. largest brewer acquires 800 hydrogenpowered trucks
Anheuser-Busch and Nikola Motor Company announced
that America’s leading brewer has placed an order for up
to 800 hydrogen-powered semi-trucks. The zero-emission
trucks — which will be able to travel between 500 and
1,200 miles and be refilled within only 20 minutes,
reducing idle time — are expected to be integrated into
Anheuser-Busch’s dedicated fleet beginning in 2020.
Through this agreement Anheuser-Busch aims to convert
its entire long-haul dedicated fleet to renewable powered
trucks by 2025. Nikola’s technology will enable the brewer
to achieve this milestone across its long-haul loads, while
also helping to improve road safety through the trucks’
advanced surround viewing system. “We are continuously
searching for ways to improve sustainability across our
entire value chain and drive our industry forward,” said
Michel Doukeris, CEO of Anheuser-Busch.
“Anheuser-Busch has a long history of investing in
progressive, sustainable technology and we are excited to
partner with them to bring the largest hydrogen network
in the world to the USA. By 2028, we anticipate having

over 700 hydrogen stations across the USA and Canada,”
added Trevor Milton, CEO of Nikola Motor Company.
The partnership with Nikola will contribute to AnheuserBusch’s recently announced 2025 Sustainability Goals,
which include reducing CO2 emissions by 25% across
its value chain. Once fully implemented, the carbon
reductions gained from these 800 trucks will reduce
the brewer’s carbon emissions from logistics by more
than 18% — equivalent to taking more than 13 thousand
passenger vehicles on the road annually.
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North American alliance wants to
boost natural gas vehicle adoption
The Northwest Alliance for Clean Transportation is dedicated to helping the region reduce
harmful pollutants and greenhouse emissions by encouraging use of natural gas vehicles.

group of Pacific Northwest businesses and
nonprofits announced the launch of the Northwest
Alliance for Clean Transportation. The Alliance is
dedicated to helping the region reduce harmful
pollutants and greenhouse emissions by encouraging use
of natural gas vehicles. Alliance members include utilities
Puget Sound Energy, NW Natural, Avista and FortisBC.
They are joined by non-profits including ColumbiaWillamette Clean Cities, American Biogas Council, and
Natural Gas Vehicles for America.

A

reducing air pollution and carbon emissions to costsavings from lower fuel prices and maintenance costs.

“Natural gas vehicles offer a practical and costeffective solution to some of our most severe air quality
problems,” said Connor Reiten, the group’s Director
of Policy and Operations. “This technology is a readymade solution, and we need to get the word out to
businesses and policy makers that this can make a big
and immediate difference.”

“We must make sure policy makers understand that
NGVs can be the best bet for air quality in many
applications,” added Reiten. “For example, natural gas is
a great low-emissions alternative to diesel delivery
trucks, trash haulers, school buses, and long-haul
trucks. This technology offers the torque necessary to
haul heavy loads, the environmental benefits needed to
exceed nitrous oxide and particulate matter emissions
requirements, and the low-cost fuel stock needed to
make this a win-win.”

The Alliance aims to raise awareness of the many
benefits of NGVs to the Northwest. These range from

Moreover, the advantages of NGVs can be multiplied with
the use of renewable natural gas or biomethane, which
offers even more environmental benefits, especially with
respect to greenhouse gases, with up to a 115% GHG
reduction over diesel. Many waste haulers and public
transit companies already use it, and it is increasingly
available for fleets across the country.
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